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The TCP/IP technology has evolved over the years and undergone substantial improvements to
meet the demands of modern high-speed network technologies. These demands involve the
handling of increased traffic, providing better and efficient services, and implementing foolproof
security measures for authentic and safe communication. Offering clear explanations of
underlying issues, this book provides an accessible introduction the basic principles of the
Internet and its accompanying TCP/IP protocol suit. It discusses a wide range of topics,
including:• Principles and applications of TCP/IP and other relevant protocols• Coordination of
multiple interconnected physical networks and protocols• Routing and its specific components—
Internet addressing, protocol layering and implementation• Client-server model of
communication• Internet security—issues and conceptsThis textbook is designed for students
of BE/BTech pursuing courses in Computer Science and Engineering, Information Technology,
as well as for students of computer applications (BCA and MCA). It can also be a valuable
reference for ME/MTech students of Computer Science and Engineering and Information
Technology, specializing in computer networks and network programming.

"Chapters build on each other to provide you with good skills in soft soldering through 'learning
by doing.'" --Beader's Best magazineAbout the AuthorLaura Beth Love is a self-taught artist who
is most known for her jewelry made from broken vintage china, incorporating her signature style
of soft soldering and beaded solder details. Her first book, BoHo Chic Jewelry, teaches readers
to recreate some of Laura's most popular pieces. Her work has been featured in Country Living
Magazine, as well as in numerous other print and online publications and blogs. Her work can be
found online at www.laurabethlove.com and www.dishfunctionaldesigns.com.
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275Bibliography 277–278Index 279–289PrefaceThe Internet has become part and parcel of
everyday life, and the number of users and computers connected across the world is on an
exponential growth trend. Real-time tasks ranging from bank transactions to education is now
happening on the Internet, and the stakeholders of these applications is on the rise constantly.
The Internet and the accompanying TCP/IP technology has evolved over the years to support
better and efficient services.TCP/IP and the protocol suite have undergone tremendous
improvements to meet high-speed network technology and increased traffic requirements. The
protocols have been dynamic, adapting the existing ones to accommodate new technologies.
The Internet provides a communication set-up that completely hides the details of the underlying
network hardware. The book addresses the network interconnections framework and the
principles behind the protocols that allow such a unified communication system to be
possible.The book should serve as good introduction material on internetworking, TCP/IP
technology and the architecture of the Internet. Detailed coverage of the coordination of multiple
interconnected physical networks and the protocols used in such an environment is provided.
Router systems and application protocols supported are also dealt with in an elaborate fashion.
The book should meet the requirements of both undergraduate and postgraduate curricula. The
initial chapters explain the basic concepts required for understanding of the Internet, its
architecture and TCP/IP technology.Chapters 1 and 2 provide an introduction to the Internet,
network technologies and physical network hardware. Internet addressing, routing and protocol
layering from the viewpoint of a single-host Internet set-up are addressed in Chapters 3–12. The
description of a global Internet, its architecture, protocols and routing information are discussed
in Chapters 13–19. The various application-level services based on the client-server model of



interaction provided by the Internet are explained in Chapters 20–28. The last two chapters
introduce Internet security, its issues, and the future TCP/IP technology trend.The book makes
no assumption of previous knowledge of networks. However, a basic understanding of the
various aspects of a computer system, such as operating system, data, structures and
programming, is a prerequisite. The Internet is discussed independent of the underlying network
hardware details. However, readers are given a brief introduction to the physical network
hardware in a completely isolated fashion from the underlying details. This bottom-up approach
gives more emphasis to the various protocols and networking technologies in relation to the
hardware aspects of the Internet.N.P. GopalanB. Siva
SelvanAcknowledgementsAcknowledgements are always a pleasure and the authors wish to
express their sincere thanks and regards to all involved in the publication of this book.The
second author, Mr. Siva Selvan, is particularly indebted to Prof. N.P. Gopalan for his constant
encouragement, guidance and support rendered during the preparation of this book. But for his
initiation and continued support, this might not have been a possibility. The preparation of a book
of any magnitude is bound to eat into family time, and it was no different in this case either. Mr.
Siva Selvan would like to thank his father for patiently bearing with him during this entire phase
and helping him in every way possible. His father has been a source of moral support throughout
his career. The long-time motivation and inspiration provided by his father has contributed
strongly to this book’s preparation.Mr. Siva Selvan would like to say a big ‘thank you’ to his
father.N.P. GopalanB. Siva SelvanChapter1IntroductionThe Internet has become an inseparable
part of everyday modern life, particularly for those who work with computers. The web contains a
wide variety of information that caters to the needs of users ranging from stock market
professionals to meteorological departments. Communication over the Internet these days is
fast, reliable and less cumbersome, compared to conventional methods of data transfer. In this
age of supercomputing, end-users expect things to be done right from their desktops, starting
from payment of bills to knowledge gathering. The Internet has really changed the way people
work and perceive the world. The whole world is seen as a global village in the context of
information sharing and exchange. Customers all over the world today do not mind the additional
processing cost involved to accomplish their day-to-day requirements, considering the high
reliability and response time advantages.With the key advantages discussed above, the Internet
is bound to attract more and more users in the coming days. The balance of nature ensures that
certain tradeoffs are always involved when certain advantages are to be realized. Time-space
complexity tradeoff is a classic example, where the user sacrifices either time for an improved
space-efficient version or space for a time-efficient version. One of the first limitations to be
addressed in an internetworking setup is the natural disparity between the communicating
entities. With networks being designed on the basis of client needs, most of the existing
networking technologies are specific in nature, addressing the needs of the client for whom it is
intended. Also deciding the design are communication and cost factors. With a universal
network being almost an impossibility and not what is actually needed, differing and disparate



networks are here to stay.The basic issue that Internetworking as a field should address is to
make it possible and easier for the disparate networks all over the world to communicate with
one another in an application-dependent manner. Internetworking supports interconnection of
heterogeneous networks differing in their underlying hardware technologies and protocols or set
of rules that promote interoperability. An efficient network design is one which allows computers
to communicate in a manner that is completely independent of their underlying hardware and
physical network connections. The very basic purpose of the Internet and its operating principle
is to make more and more information available in the public domain, a key factor that led to the
concept of an Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model of communication. The openness of
the system ensures that users are at liberty to create the software they want to communicate
across the Internet. There are no propriety rights, unlike applications that are made available by
specific vendors. The OSI specifications are publicly available for users to fine-tune the systems
according to their needs. The OSI model also accommodates multiple computer operating
systems, differing hardwares and packet switching network topologies. In all, the Internet, in
addition to changing the way people work, has also taken care of the need to drastically cut
down the response time for any request, thereby improving productivity.1.1 Evolution of TCP/
IPThe Advance Research Projects Agency (ARPA), also referred to as the Defence Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) of the United States, forms the basis for modern
networking. The agency defines a set of standards or conventions, also referred to as protocols
in the networking community, for interconnecting networks and managing the multiple requests.
This set of rules is officially referred to as the Transmission Control Protocol and Internet
Protocol (TCP/IP).TCP/IP allows interconnection of private networks that belong to a specific
organization, restricting the operational domain to within the organization and enabling
interconnection of networks at diverse geographic locations. The Internet, which from now on
refers to the TCP/IP Internet, allows users across the world to communicate, much in a similar
fashion as they do with their neighbours. The Internet thus provides a basic set of protocols such
as TCP and IP that are the syntactic and semantic rules for communication.A few details that are
included in the protocol specification include the message formats, a systems response on a
request and an error handling mechanism. In terms of data structures terminology, protocols are
more like algorithms. Algorithms form the basis for computational tasks that have to be
independent of the architecture-specific instruction sets. On similar lines, protocols form the
basis for communication across a wide medium, independent of the underlying differences in
hardware and topology.The services provided by the Internet range from application level to
network level. From the application level point of view, users access computer systems without
caring about the hardware of the machines they access, the TCP/IP architecture that is used on
the host side and the data transfer route, leaving it all to the underlying network software and
application programs to deal with.A few of the popular application level services of the Internet
are the World Wide Web (WWW), electronic mail (e-mail), file transfer (carried out using the File
Transfer Protocol or FTP) and remote login (rlogin). Amongst the above, the web dominates the



Internet traffic to a major extent. Each of these services is a form of Internet communication,
ranging from accessing documents hosted at a particular site (WWW), transferring mails or files
(e-mail or FTP) to a destination, etc. to allowing a remote user to have interactive access to a
computer residing at a completely different geographic location (rlogin).The network level
services differ from their application-level counterparts in the sense that they concentrate on the
services that they ought to provide to the application level. A broad classification is: (i)
Connectionless Packet Delivery Service and (ii) Reliable Stream Transport Service.
Connectionless services, which form the basis for most Internet services, are not reliable in
terms of delivery but efficient with respect to interoperability with the underlying hardware. TCP/
IP routes or branches messages on the basis of a destination address that is part of the
message to be delivered.Connectionless services, as a result of their individual packet based
communication, lose out on the reliability aspect. Safe and secure communications are always
preferred over highly interoperable communications. Reliable stream Transport services provide
mechanisms for automatic recovery from transmission errors, lost-packets situations and other
failures. It is as though a physical hard-wired connection is established between the two
communicating entities, allowing large voluminous data transfer without violating the underlying
network data granularity levels such as packets and messages.Network technology
independence, universal connection, end-end acknowledgment and applications standards are
the features that distinguish TCP/IP services from services provided by other networks.
Independence allows a wide set of network technologies ranging from Local Area Networks
(LANs) to Wide Area Networks (WANs) to communicate datagrams, which are units of data
transmission based on packet-switching technology. The universal connection feature ensures
that every computer that is to be a part of some network gets a unique identifier for itself, which
is called the address of the computer. This address makes the computer universally
recognizable and is a part of every datagram that is transmitted across the network.
Acknowledgments help in ensuring reliable communication between the request initiator and the
service provider, completely obliterating the other service providers along the path of data
transfer. Finally, the application standards cater to the diverse needs of varying users, ranging
from remote login to electronic mail and file transfer.1.2 History of InternetThe modern Internet is
the brainchild of ARPA. J.R. Licklider of MIT first proposed a global network of computers in
1962 and later moved to DARPA to be a part of the research group formed to develop the
Internet. Leonard Kleinrock of MIT came up with the packet switching theory which forms the
basis for Internet connections. In 1965, Larry Roberts of MIT first connected a Massachussetts
computer with a California computer, utilizing dial-up telephone lines for data transfer. His work
established the feasibility of wide area networking and also highlighted the limitations of circuit
switching by using telephone lines. In 1969, ARPA formally launched the Internet, connecting
four computers located across universities in the US. Later, many more universities and other
organizations were brought into the fold of the Internet.There is a theory that the Internet, in
addition to supporting information exchange, was designed to handle data transfer during



possible nuclear attacks when sites were expected to be down. In cases of direct routes
becoming unavailable, the information exchange process would proceed via alternative routers.
Al Gore, a member of the US Congress in 1976, is credited for making a major contribution to
the rapid growth of the Internet, mainly by championing research group ideas since the early
1970s. E-mail was an adaptation of the Internet by Ray Tomlinson in 1972. He linked the
username and his address by using the @ symbol. In 1972, Telnet, a protocol that allowed
remote users to connect to distant machines was published as an RFC (Request for Comments)
—a means of exchanging developmental work through the community. The following year saw
the publication of another RFC for file transfer.The late 1970s saw the application of the Internet
in automating voluminous catalogues of libraries and hence enhancing resource exchange.
Ethernet, a protocol for local networks was a result of the packet networks research of a Harvard
graduate, Robert Metcalfe. The Internet actually matured in the 1970s as a result of the first TCP/
IP architecture proposed by Robert Kahn at BBN and Vinton Cerf at Stanford. The defence
department replaced the earlier Network Control Protocol (NCP)-based network architecture
with the TCP/IP- based one with effect from 1983. UUCP or Unix-to-Unix copy protocol, which
formed the basis of USENET, provided a means of exchanging information all over the world.
Despite the lack of TCP/IP, Usenet-linked Unix systems around the world, taking advantage of
the available newsgroups. Then followed BITNET (Because In Time Networks), that connected
IBM mainframes in educational setups, starting mail services from 1981.1986 saw the funding
by National Science Foundation (NSF), a US cross-country 56 kbps connection that was
expected at that time to form the backbone of the Internet connection. In its infant days, the
number of resources available on the Internet was manageable and easy to track. But with the
passage of time, the resources available on the web spiralled exponentially and there was a
growing need for efficient indexing of net resources. In 1991, the University of Minnesota
proposed the first user-friendly interface to the Internet to access files and information by using
the local network. In 1989, Lee and others at the European Laboratory of Physics, also known as
CERN, proposed the WWW protocol, a new means of information distribution using links in text
to links in other text. Mosaic, a graphical browser developed by Marc Andreessen in 1993 gave
the much needed fillip to the protocol. Later evolved by the same person was the Netscape
browser which ruled the information exchange until it was overtaken by Microsoft and its Internet
Explorer.Research funded by the NSF was primarily focused on educational and research
networks (which can also be referred to as ERNETs). The commercialization of the Internet first
started in 1992 when Delphi Systems opened an e-mail connection and later followed it up with
a full-scale Internet service. With the ending of research sponsorship in 1995, the onus of
carrying the Internet services further rested entirely on commercial organizations, who saw it as
a big market and revenue generator. AOL, CompuServe, Prodigy, etc. were a few of the
commercial service providers to follow. Bill Gates and Microsoft were intent on capitalizing on
the potentially evergreen Internet market. This culminated in the launch of Internet Explorer from
Windows 98 and higher versions. This has been succeeded by several launches and new



versions, with each successive version being much more user-friendly than the previous one
and supporting additional features. Some see it as a monopoly of Microsoft in the Internet
market and hence there have been several court cases against it. Whether it is a monopoly or a
case of mere business tactics, it is for the users and readers to decide on a particular service
that suits their requirements.1.3 Internet Architecture Board (IAB)IAB is an independent
committee of researchers and professionals with an interest in the growth and evolution of the
Internet system. They focus on making Internet function effectively and evolve to meet a large
scale, high speed future. IAB evolved from the Internet Configuration and Control Board (ICCB),
an organization set up in 1979 by ARPANET. The ICCB’s activities were reorganized to
constitute the Internet Activities Board. IAB was supported byFederal Research Internet
Coordinating Committee (FRICC). Later, Internet Activities Board was renamed Internet
Architecture Board. A few of the roles and responsibilities of IAB are as follows:Oversight: To
provide an oversight of the Internet architectures, protocols, standards and procedures;RFC
Management: To provide editorial management and publication of the RFC (Request for
Comments) documents;IESG Selection: To select the members of the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) Group and the Chairperson of the IETF (this is carried out by the Internet
Engineering Steering Group);IETF Oversight: To manage the IETF’s relationship with various
standard bodies and other related organizations;IANA: To provide administration of the Internet
Assigned Number Authorities that manages the various Internet numbers and parameters.IAB is
made up of 13 members, 12 nominated by the IETF and a Chairperson who can vote on all
official actions except IESG appeals and members. Each member serves a term of two years,
with a possible one-year extension. Members are not representative of their company or
organizations and participate in the activities of IAB only in their individual capacity. The Internet
Society (ISOC) is an international organization inspired by National Geographic Society of the
US. ISOC serves as the host for IAB and helps people to join and use the Internet.1.4 Request
for Comments (RFCs)The open nature of the Internet model means that the TCP/IP technology
is not the propriety of some specific vendors or organizations. The entire details regarding the
set-up are made available in the public domain. Protocols, standards and architectural details
are maintained online, and users can access these details at zero cost. RFCs, as they are
popularly called, are technical reports that stand for the various requests for comments on the
Internet’s working and revisions if required. These contain documentation of the previous work
on the Internet, and of the protocols that have either been revised or devised recently. The RFC
report, though not entirely equivalent to research papers, are edited by an RFC editor. The IETF
body handles the RFCs and finally the IESG approves new or revised RFCs. Another similar
documentation set-up is the IEN or Internet Engineering Notes, which is no longer active.The
approved RFCs are organized sequentially, based on their chronological order of appearance.
This constitutes the RFC series. An RFC that is either revised or proposed is assigned a number.
Revisions numbering takes care of enforcing the chronological evolution, and it is for the users of
the RFCs to locate the proper version, which is the highest numbered version document. The



task of identifying the correct RFC is facilitated by an RFC index. To make the access to RFCs
faster and reliable, multiple copies of the RFCs are mirrored at various sites all over the world to
suit the user’s convenience. RFCs could be obtained either by e-mail, FTP or the conventional
snail mail. The design of new protocols or revisions is based on the principle of avoiding the
reinvention of the wheel. A new protocol or revision is accommodated only if the requested
service cannot be handled by the existing protocols or standards. TCP/IP evolved due to the
simple fact that none of the existing protocols supported an interoperable internetworking set-
up, and that should be the deciding criterion when protocols are either proposed or
revised.Review Questions1. Define Internetworking and elaborate on the various issues to be
addressed by it.2. Expand the following(i) DARPA(ii) NCP(iii) ERNET (iv) IAB(v) RFC.Track the
history behind each.3. Consider any two applications of your choice, such as email, eshopping,
etc. and list the various features that have to be supported by them.4. Discuss the various
responsibilities of the Internet Architecture Board.5. On your local network, transfer files making
use of the File Transfer Protocol and appreciate the benefits of networking in this context. [The
command to be used is ftp in dos and unix.Chapter2Network Technologies RevisitedOne has to
realize the fact that the Internet is not an altogether new kind of physical network. It is a method
of interconnecting existing physical networks as well as a set of protocols that allow systems to
interact with one another. The key factors influencing the design of an Internet system are
network hardware and the protocols used. Network hardware provides the low level facilities
while TCP/IP protocol supports the higher-level facilities by allowing computers to communicate
on the basis of a packet-switched technology. Communication networks are broadly classified
into two types, namely connection-oriented (circuit-switched ) and connectionless (packet-
switched ). This classification is independent of the participating entities in the communication
process.In connection-oriented networks, dedicated connections or circuits are established
between the communicating systems. An example of a connection-oriented service is a
telephone exchange set-up that routes calls from the source to the destination through switching
offices, both at the initiating and the receiving ends through trunk lines. Connection-oriented
services offer the advantage of a guaranteed circuit capacity at the cost of fixed circuit charges
irrespective of their usage. The standard circuit capacity to transmit digitized voice is 64
Kbps.With connectionless services, which gives generally the choice to connect computers, the
data to be transferred is divided into smaller units or granules called packets . These packets are
multiplexed onto high capacity inter-machine connections. The packet contains additional
information to identify the destination and the data transfer route. Thus, a single file that is to be
transmitted to a remote computer gets broken down into smaller packets that shall be
transmitted one by one. This method supports multiple communications among computers to
proceed concurrently at the cost of reduced response time. This is because when traffic across
the network increases as a result of network overloading, computers using the packet-switched
network must wait before packet transmission can actually begin. Connectionless networks, in
spite of being unreliable, are popular on account of cost and performance. The number of



connections required are low as the network bandwidth is shared.2.1 Network Classification—
LAN vs. WANNetworks can be established either within a room, within a campus or across
campuses. Packet switched technology based networks are broadly classified into two
categories depending on the geographical distances that they cover. These two types of
networks are (i) Local Area Networks (LANs) and (ii) Wide Area Networks (WANs) . WANs, also
referred to as long-haul networks, support long distance communication with unlimited distance
coverage. This wide-span nature of WAN that promotes greater coverage is at the cost of
reduced operating speeds and delayed communications. In contrast, LAN offers the advantages
of high-speed connections at the cost of reduced distance spanning or coverage area. LANs are
normally built for in-house networks while WANs are the choice of inter-organization and
regional communications. Typical speeds of a LAN range from 10 Mbps to 2 Gbps while that for
a WAN varies from 1.5 Mbps to 155 Mbps.In addition to the distance and speed trade-off,
another differentiating factor between LAN and WAN is the data transfer equipment used. In
LAN, every computer usually contains a Network Interface Card (NIC), while in WAN the
networks consist of a series of complex computers or packet switches that are interconnected
by long distance transfer lines. New computers are accommodated in the network by adding a
new switch and communication line. When a computer gets added to the network, it is
equivalent to connecting it to one of the several packet switches. A switch along the network
path introduces delays during packet reception and transmission. Thus, traffic routing across the
network is directly proportional to the WAN size, i.e. larger the WAN size, more is the delay
involved in traffic routing. The communication process must be completely independent of the
network technology and other underlying network hardware differences.2.1.1 Network
AddressEvery computer that is attached to a network is assigned a unique address that makes it
possible for it to be identified during information exchange. The address assigned to a computer
is normally an integer and is appended with every packet that is being transmitted across the
network. A packet contains the destination or recipient address in a location that is similar for all
packets, so that the hardware technology is able to determine the destination address easily.
Thus, to transmit a packet, the sender must specify the destination address in the address field
of the packet. The addressing schemes employed are either hardware compatible or diverse.2.2
Ethernet TechnologyOne of the earliest and most popular packet-switched LAN technologies
was the Ethernet, invented by Xerox PARC in the 1970s. Later a standardised version was put
forth by Intel, Xerox and Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) in 1978, which was followed by
the IEEE release of version 802.3. Ethernet is now a part of almost all networks, as a result of
which there are numerous variants of it to suit the respective client’s requirements. The original
version of Ethernet, also called 10Base5, uses a coaxial cable. The cable or the ether is mostly
passive, and the active functions of networking are mostly performed by the computers that exist
in the network. The cable is about 0.5 inch in diameter and has a length of at most 500 m. To
avoid the reflection of electrical signals, the cable supports a resistor.The transceiver helps in
connecting the computer and the ether. Two electrical components used in this connection are



the transceiver and the host interface card or host adapter. The host interface card connects to
the transceiver through the computer’s bus. The transceiver detects the usage of the ether and
converts analog electrical signals to and from digital forms. Attachment Unit Interface (AUI)
cable connects the transceiver to an adapter board in the host computer. The power required for
the transceiver to operate and for signals conversion, packet transmission or reception is carried
by the wires in the AUI cable.The host interface that controls the transceiver, operation is an
input-output device to the OS software. The host interface enhances the operations of the
transceiver by supporting data transfer and status reporting on completion of transfer. Another
type of interface consists of microprocessors to aid the process of data transfer between the
computer memory and the ether.2.2.1 Thin Wire EthernetThe original version of the Ethernet
was followed up by several variants to overcome some of the limitations resulting from the
presence of electrical components in the set-up. The transceivers are located within the cable
and hence are not easily portable as would be if it was located in the computer. As a result of the
electrical interference, the shielding that is in place is heavy and the thickness of the AUI is high,
a limitation from the physical installation point of view. To overcome the above limitations with the
office set-up in mind, a variant of the basic Ethernet named 10Base2, also called thin-wire
Ethernet has been developed. As the name suggests, the coaxial cables are less thin, less
expensive and more flexible for bending.A limitation arising out of the above trade-off is that thin-
wire Ethernet cannot be placed in factory environments where power dissipation would be
heavy, since the protection from electrical interference is reduced in thin-wire Ethernet in
comparison to the basic Ethernet. Also, thin-wire Ethernet are preferred for smaller networks or
networks that require fewer computer connections in comparison to basic Ethernet capability.
The basic aspect in which thinnet or thin-wire Ethernet differs from basic Ethernet is the
transceiver set-up. Here the transceivers are replaced by high-speed digital circuits, thus making
it possible to accommodate all the equipments required for networking within the computer itself.
This feature is much favoured by small computers and workstation manufacturers. Thinnets are
more portable and support new additions more easily as compared to basic Ethernet. Thinnets
are also easier to connect to computers, completely eliminating the need for trained technicians
for this trivial task.2.2.2 Twisted Pair EthernetIncorporating the telephone technology of twisted
pairs makes computer networking less costly and easier to install compared to the coaxial cable
setup. Using twisted-pair Ethernets, computers can access an Ethernet by using unshielded
copper wires, as in telephones. This also prevents the entire network from coming to a halt as a
result of a single computer’s disconnection. Called the 10BaseT, the first twisted pair operated at
10 Mbps, which was similar to thin or thick Ethernet. A set of eight wires or four pairs is used to
connect each computer to an Ethernet hub, an electronic device that simulates the ether cable
signals. It should be located at a maximum distance of 100 metres from the computer. The hubs
are similar in operation to transceivers and they are just another alternative wiring scheme as far
as the network interface is concerned.2.2.3 Ethernet CapacityDespite all the variations of the
basic Ethernet technology, it does not provide marked improvements in terms of network speed.



Network speed is a measure of the total traffic capacity that the network can handle, and not the
rate at which two computers can exchange data. A computer network is similar to a city highway
set-up, with the highways that connect multiple cities as the network and the vehicular traffic on
the highway as packets. The larger the bandwidth of the highway, the more the traffic it can
handle. In networking terminology, the more the bandwidth the higher the network speed.
Bandwidths supported in the earlier days were much low, the hardware and CPU speeds that
could not support faster data transfer being the primary factors. But with the tremendous growth
in computing speeds and hardware improvements, the Ethernets operating at 10 Mbps are no
longer sufficient to handle the modern computing network requirements. The fast Ethernet and
its variants precisely address this limitation of the basic Ethernet and its variants.2.2.4 Fast
EthernetFast Ethernet, also called 100BaseT due to the fact that it also uses the twisted pair
wiring scheme, operates at faster speeds by allowing the stations to transmit and receive data at
100 Mbps. This is achieved by intelligent usage of the wires in the twisted-pair cable. Despite
recent advancements in computing, the rate at which data is generated for transfer hardly
exceeds 100 Mbps. Thus the fast Ethernet does not go all out in providing the highest possible
network speed between any two computers; on the other hand it allows more computers and
hence increased traffic in the network. Fast Ethernet imbibes the same packet size restrictions
and composition as in the earlier Ethernet standards.2.2.5 10/100 EthernetAlso known as the
dual-speed Ethernet, 10/100 Ethernet is available for both computer interfaces as well as hubs.
10/100 Ethernet evolved later to Fast Ethernet, supporting both 10 as well as 100 Mbps
connections, providing bandwidth flexibility to users. Dual Ethernets or 100BaseT hardware,
though a bit expensive in comparison to 10BaseT hardware, are extremely popular because of
their transitional compatibility. The 8-wire connection set-up of the RJ-45 connector makes it
possible for computers to detect the hardware type to which they are connected. Thus, if a
computer with a 10/100 interface card is connected to a 10BaseT hub, the card hardware will
automatically detect the speed and communicate at the rate of 10 Mbps. On replacement with a
100 Mbps hub, the speed transition is automatic, not requiring any hardware and software
changes.2.2.6 Gigabit EthernetWith the advent of dual-speed Ethernets, the demand for
increased capacity Ethernet and speedy communication set-ups grew phenomenally, resulting
in the evolution of extendedEthernet technology called the Gigabit Ethernet. Also referred to as
1000 Base T, Gigabit Ethernets are extremely useful for corporate networks that face heavy
network traffic situations. The trade-off that 1000BaseT hardware suffers as a result of the
increased capacity is the high level of interference of electrical signals. The transitional
compatibility feature available with dual Ethernets is continued with gigabit Ethernets as well.
The wiring requirements are unique here and differ from 10BaseT and 100BaseT hardware as a
result of the high electrical interference.2.2.7 Ethernet PropertiesEthernet technology, which is
based on a shared-bus logic, supports broadcast transmission and distributed access. Since all
stations in the network connect to a shared communication channel or the bus, Ethernet is also
referred to as shared-bus or broadcast technology. Since it is a shared set-up, a network packet



can be transmitted to all the stations simultaneously. Ethernet supports best delivery effort
principles, since there is no acknowledgment to the sender from the receiver as to whether the
packets that were addressed to it were delivered or not. TCP/IP protocol addresses this
issue.Ethernet is distributed in access, because there is no central authority in the set-up that
grants network access. Machines in the network can access the Ethernet technology
simultaneously, with the presence of carrier wave indicating to a machine whether the network is
busy or idle. For this reason, Ethernets are also referred to as Carrier Sense Multiple Access
with Collision Detect (CSMA/CD). Also, to avoid network domination and to give equal access to
the network to all stations, the set-up must maintain a minimum idle time between various
transmissions.During transmission, if two stations simultaneously sense that the network is idle
and start communicating, the two electrical signals may cross each other and get scrambled,
leading to a meaningless transmission to proceed. This situation in network terminologies is
referred to as collision . Collision Detection (CD) mechanisms of Ethernet ensure that in cases of
collisions, the host interface halts transmission and waits for the collision activity to subside. If in
case there are multiple collisions arising out of many stations wishing to transmit at the same
point in time, to avoid a heavy network traffic jam situation an exponential backoff policy is
incorporated. A station after the first collision waits for a random time period (delay) and tries
transmitting again. If collision results again, the delay is doubled. This delaying proceeds in an
exponential fashion, based on the logic that the station’s retransmission request over a long
period of time as a result of the accumulated time reduces the probability of further
collisions.2.2.8 Ethernet Addressing MechanismThe addressing scheme followed by Ethernet is
a 48 bit one. Every computer residing in an Ethernet network is assigned a 48 bit unique number
called the Ethernet address. Addresses are issued by IEEE1 on the basis of the interface
hardware. Thus, no two hardware interfaces can have the same address; in other words,
address duplication is impossible. Since the addresses are on a per hardware basis, they are
also referred to as hardware addresses or physical addresses . Thus relocating the hardware
interface for portability and other reasons changes the physical address of the machine.The
host interfaces in the network are intelligent in routing only those packets that are intended for it.
The interface that receives every packet that is to be transmitted, including those addressed to
other machines, detects the intended recipient by looking at the destination address field of the
packet. It forwards only those packets that are intended for a particular machine, filtering the
other packets and thus avoiding the computational slowdown on all computers in the
network.The Ethernet address can be either unicast, broadcast or multicast. Unicast is used to
denote the physical address of one network interface, broadcast is used for simultaneous
transmission to all stations in the network and multicast is a constrained form of broadcast to a
subset of stations in the network. Multicast addressing is achieved by making the respective
host interface accept the group address. This allows only those stations that want to perform
broadcast transmission participate in the communication, eliminating those who have chosen
not to be a part of the group. Ethernet address recognition is the responsibility of the operating



system, involving the actions of sensing the required addressing scheme at boot time and then
routing packets on the basis of their destination addresses to the right recipients.Ethernet or link-
level connection performs data transfer as frame units. A frame is basically a collection of actual
data to be transmitted, including header and footer information necessary for transmission
purposes. Specifically a frame contains header, data and CRC, a check mechanism to ensure
proper transmission. Ethernet frames are variable in length, ranging from 64 to 1518 octets. An
octet, a networking granule, refers to an 8-bit quantity on all computers independent of the
hardware, as opposed to a byte that represents 8-bit hardware- specific quantities. The actual
Ethernet frame specification is as shown in Figure 2.1.Figure 2.1: Ethernet frame
specification.The Ethernet frame contains the source and destination addresses, a preamble
consisting of 64 bits of alternating 0’s and 1’s for receiving interface synchronization, as well as
type, data and Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) fields. CRC helps in identifying transmission
errors, with the sender computing the CRC code as a function of the data transmitted and the
receiver recomputing the code to check for any mismatch or error. The frame type field identifies
the nature of data being transmitted. This helps in frame identification and the operating system
to select the protocol to handle the specific type of request. Such a set-up allows multiple
protocols to exist on the same machine as well as the physical network.Ethernet networks in
cases of insufficient cable length can be extended either with repeaters or bridges. Repeaters
that operate on analog electrical signals relay all signals from one cable to another, much like a
hub in a twisted pair ether. For example, to double the cable length in a thick ether, a repeater
could be placed in between a pair of coaxial cables. For CSMA and CD timing restrictions, at
most two repeaters can be used between any two computers on the network. Ethernets can also
be connected by bridges. Bridges are far more efficient than repeaters because they operate at
packet level rather than electrical signals. They also avoid carrying noise and other errors
forward in the communication set-up. Bridges must receive a valid frame from one segment
before it can be forwarded to another segment on the Ethernet network. Bridge connections
follow CSMA and CD rules, thus avoiding collision and delay interference across
segments.Since bridges isolate collisions and delays, any number of Ethernets can be
connected together by using them. They are transparent and the hardware, communication
procedures and frame format for communication is the same as that for computers on a
segment. In addition to frame replications, certain bridges are capable of making frame
forwarding decisions. These bridges are referred to as adaptive or learning bridges. The
adaptive bridge consists of a computer with two ether interfaces. The software on the bridge
maintains two address lists, one for each interface. On receipt of frame from Ethernet E1 , the
bridge updates the 48-bit Ethernet source address to the list for E1 . A similar procedure is
performed for frame receipt from E2 . Thus the bridge becomes learned or adapted to the
Ethernet network in which the machines reside.Frame forwarding is done on the basis of
whether the destination address is in the Ethernet from which the frame was received or not. If
the destination is not in the address list, meaning that either it is a broadcast or a multicast



address or that the bridge has not yet learnt the address, the frame is forwarded. Bridges are
entirely automatic, requiring no human intervention at all for address configuration. They avoid
network overloading by isolating traffic on certain segments, since unnecessary forwards are not
allowed. Bridges are ideal when the network can be divided into two segments, each of which
contains a set of computers that communicate frequently. Multiple Ethernet segments
connected by bridges or repeaters constitute a single physical network system. A distributed
spanning tree based frame forwarding algorithm decides the forwarding mechanism to avoid
packets transmission in both directions simultaneously.2.2.9 Fibre Distributed Data Interconnect
(FDDI)FDDI uses optical fibre for data transfer at a rate of 100 Mbps. Instead of copper wires
that carry electrical signals as in Ethernet, here data is coded as light pulses for fibre optic
medium of transfer. FDDI offers the following advantages: (i) no electrical interference and hence
can be placed next to electrical devices, and (ii) since data are encoded as light pulses, the
amount of data transferred is much higher than cables carrying electrical signals. Installation of
fibres is not as difficult as it seems and they are highly flexible as well. Fibres are protected by a
plastic jacket to avoid breaking. It is a 100 Mbps shared communication set-up that allows
multiple computers to connect to a network and communicate in a shared mode. It is based on a
ring topology where the network begins and ends at the same computer, with the other stations
in the network in between the start and end stations, forming a cycle of stations. Transmission in
FDDI is controlled by a token passing mechanism. Hence FDDI are also referred to as token
passing technology. When the network is idle, tokens are circulated along the ring to all stations.
If a station wants to transmit, it waits for the token to arrive and after transmission forwards the
token to the next station on the ring topology. Since tokens are passed to neighbouring stations
after one transmission, network domination by any one station is avoided. All stations are given
equal opportunity to transmit before a station is allowed to transmit the second instance.FDDI
networks are also called self-healing networks because of their ability to automatically
accommodate or recover from failures. This is made possible by two independent rings that
connect to each computer. FDDI rings are counter-rotating since data transfer takes place in
opposite directions in the two rings. Both the rings are required only in case of erroneous
transmission. When the interface detects that it cannot communicate to the adjacent station in
the network due to an error, the back-up ring is used to counter the failure. Failure can be due to
fibre disconnection. The reason why data transfer in both rings happens in opposite directions is
to accommodate such failures. If both the rings were to transmit in the same direction, chances
are that the second fibre of the disturbed connection can also be down, thereby disallowing the
other stations in the network to communicate.Once an error occurs, FDDI automatically uses the
counter rotating ring to form a closed loop in the working direction, thus permitting other
computers in the network to proceed with the communication process. The frame format of FDDI
is as shown in Figure 2.2. Addresses are assigned to every machine on the FDDI network, and
the destination address is stored in the respective field of the frame. Two formats of destination
address specification (4 or 12 symbols, symbol = 4-bit unit) are allowed to support



interconnection of two FDDI rings. The routing information in the RI field can be used to specify
the connection point to which the frame must first be forwarded and then on from there to the
intended destination on the ring topology. Since the maximum frame length allowed in FDDI is
9000 symbols, the amount of data that can be carried is large compared to other networks.
Header information occupies less space and hence a single frame can carry voluminous data of
the size of 4k octets. This contributes to less overhead and increased throughput.Figure 2.2:
FDDI frame format.2.3 Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)ATM is used for extremely high-
speed data transfer between stations in LANs and WANs. ATM hardware can handle data
transfer in the range of gigabits. As a result of speed improvement, they require much more
expensive and specialized hardware cum software in comparison to other networks. ATM
consists of one or more high-speed switches, each connected to computers and to other ATM
switches. Optical fibres are used for connections to support higher transfer rate in comparison to
copper wires. Connections between a computer and an ATM switch operate at 155 Mbps.ATM
networks at the lowest level of operation uses fixed-size frames called cells. Since all cells are
exactly of the same size, processing by the ATM hardware is quick. A cell is only 53 octets long,
which is a composition of 5 octets of header and 48 octets of data. ATM differs from packet
switching networks by offering connection-oriented service. Communication in ATM networks is
similar to that in a telephone set-up where a connection must be established manually. The
source station identifies the destination station’s address, leaving it to the switch to find a path
through the network and establish the physical connection. On failure of the above request, the
communication process fails. If the switch is able to successfully identify a path and establish a
physical connection, a connection identifier for data transmission is passed on to the computer
along with the connection establishment information. On end of data transmission, the computer
communicates to the ATM switch with a request to terminate the connection, leading to a
disconnection of the two computers by the switch. Connection identifiers of terminated
connections can be reused by the switch. Disconnection in ATM networks is similar to call hang-
up in telephone set-ups, and therefore to communicate again a fresh connection link should be
established.Review QuestionsDifferentiate a LAN from a WAN.Discuss connection-oriented and
connectionless services.Justify the need for network addresses.Explain Ethernet technology
and variants of the same in detail.Discuss the asynchronous mode for data transfer in
detail.Explain the addressing mechanism used in Ethernet technology.Elaborate on the FDDI
system for data transfer in detail.1 Institute for Electrical and Electronics
Engineers.Chapter3Internet Architecture and ConceptsThe architectural model of the Internet
set-up aims at providing complete communication services, hiding the underlying network
hardware details. Internet architecture is thus a high-level abstraction that provides a set-up for
communication. One way of providing communication services independent of the network
hardware is to make the application program handle the disparity, and the other is to hide the
details in the operating system. Such application programs are referred to as application
gateways. Applications executing on computers across the network understand the underlying



network connections and communicate across those connections. This technique suffers from
the limitations of reduced support for new functionality and hardware. There is also the drawback
of duplication of code as a result of the application program learning the connections on a
specific computer.An alternative to application-based interconnection is network level
interconnection. Here the source to destination transmissions are performed without using
intermediate application programs. They offer the following advantages: (i) direct mapping onto
the underlying network hardware, (ii) clear separation of data communication activities from
application programs, with no emphasis on the latter part, (iii) flexibility, and (iv) extension of the
network with new network technologies without having to change the application programs.
Internetworking as a concept concentrates on communication activities, completely hiding the
lower-level details from the end-user.Two factors that influence the design of communication
systems are: (i) hardware technologies cannot be assumed to be uniform to satisfy all users, and
(ii) end-users require connections that are universal and interoperable. Thus, the basic aim of a
communication system is to provide a unified and cooperative interconnection of networks that
allow communication services to proceed. Despite each network’s unique hardware
technologies, the application programs or softwares that are in place between the networks will
ensure communication to proceed independent of the lower-level details. This set-up of a single,
unified projection of a large collection of disparate networks that operate in a cohesive manner is
called the Internet or internetwork.The Internet’s ability to provide universal service should take
into account their varied implementations and independence from internal architectural details.
Modifying the network set-up should neither require new physical connections to be established
between the actual source and destination machines, nor require connecting all machines
wishing to participate in a communication set-up to a universal switching or routing point. Thus
the concept of internetworking should be seen from an abstract rather than a physical point of
view. This abstraction requires that all machines on the network should share a universal
identifier, also called names or addresses, which shall be used to identify source and destination
entities of a transmission request. The Internet should also support complete network
independence at the user interface level also, wherein users will not be expected to understand
the network topology to communicate by using application programs.3.1 Architectural Set-up of
InternetThe basic architecture for networking would require physical connection between
computers wishing to communicate. Interconnection of two networks would require that there
exists a computer that connects to both the networks. This would negate our earlier argument
that the internetwork set-up should provide independence from low-level physical connection
requirements. This issue is addressed by employing Internet gateways or routers that
interconnect two networks and pass packets from one network to the other. Routers that exist
between two networks must accept packets on behalf of the connected networks and transfer
them to machines on the intended network. Networks that are connected by routers can be
either LANs or WANs with no limit on the number of computers that can reside in the network. A
simple interconnection set-up would have two networks, N1 and N2 , connected by a router R as



shown in Figure 3.1.Figure 3.1: Two networks interconnected by a router R.The earlier set-up of
two networks connected by a router is however too simple, and realistic situations would require
many networks to be interconnected. The number of routers used will also be many. Thus, in
addition to understanding the details of the network to which a specific router connects, other
connection details should also be learnt by the router. Assume that there are 3 networks, namely
N1 , N2 and N3 , interconnected by using two routers, namely R1 and R2 as shown in Figure
3.2.Figure 3.2: Three networks interconnected by two routers.In this set-up, router R1 should be
capable of transferring packets to machines destined for either N2 or N3 . Thus, with more and
more networks getting included in the set-up, the routers’ responsibility and the decision-making
process becomes complex. Thus, routers that connect networks and not just computers form the
backbone of Internet architecture. Though the functionality of routers would require them to be
large computers with sufficient memory resources to hold information about every computer in
the network set-up, in practice they are small machines with only miniscule memory resources
(both primary and secondary). This is made possible as router destinations are networks and
individual computers in the destination network. Thus, with this principle, the router would
basically have to store information about the destination network and not all the machines on
that network. Since users require the Internet to be one single virtual network completely
independent of the underlying network and hardware technologies, interconnection at network
level is the choice. Application programs that communicate over the Internet execute without any
change on a specific computer and since a computer’s physical connection details are hidden in
the Internet software, in cases of network modifications where new or existing connections are
added or removed, only the Internet software has to be changed. The other advantage of
network-level interconnection is that it allows administrators to manage their networks without
having to worry about the application programs executing on the machines in the network and
allows application programs to communicate completely independent of the physical connection
details. Also, despite all the differing characteristics that exist and differentiate networks
interconnected, the entire set-up is viewed as a single large network and thus treats all networks
equally. That is, a LAN, WAN and point-to-point link between two computers that all exist as one
single Internet treats each of the differing networks in the same manner. This abstraction of
network details and projection of a single unified view is the responsibility of the TCP/IP protocol,
to be discussed in detail in later chapters.3.2 Internet Addressing MechanismInternet, in order to
provide universal communication services, must follow a uniform addressing mechanism which
identifies machines in a network. The addressing mechanism should be universally accepted
and uniquely identify the source and destination host computers existing in a network.
Addresses or identifiers that recognize host computers are referred to as host identifiers , the
classes of which are names, addresses and routes. A name basically identifies the object type,
an address identifies the object location and a route describes the path of object retrieval. In this
process of object retrieval, locators identify the object location. The issue with Internet
addressing mechanisms is that end users who are going to be the actual users of the Internet



require higher-level or pronounceable representations of the host, while softwares that aid the
interconnected networks to communicate and meet a user’s request prefer lower-level machine
addresses. The standardized version is the binary addressing mechanism that performs
address computation for routing and mapping to realistic addresses efficiently.The Internet,
which is a virtual network, assigns the responsibility of coordinating communications between
networks to softwares that shall be used for networking purposes. Thus, network designers can
devise their own packet format standards, sizes and addressing techniques. TCP/IP assigns a
32-bit integer to every host in a network, which is called the Internet address or IP address. IP
address identifies the network to which a host connects. In addition to host identification, IP
address also aids in the routing process. Every host that is connected to the Internet is assigned
an IP address. The IP address prefix identifies the network. Thus, all hosts that reside in the
same network share a common prefix.An address is of the form (netid, hostid), where netid
identifies the network and hostid identifies the host on that network. This addressing scheme is
also referred to as the classful addressing scheme that is self identifying . Three types of classful
addresses are Class A, Class B and Class C. IP addresses previously had one of the first three
forms shown in Figure 3.3 as per the original addressing scheme. Class A scheme, used for
large networks that support more than 216 hosts, assigns 7 bits for netid and 24 bits for hostid.
Class B scheme, used for intermediate networks supporting between 28 and 216 hosts, assigns
14 bits for netid and 16 bits to hostid. Class C scheme, used for small sized networks that
support less than 28 hosts, assigns 21 bits to netid and 8 bits to hostid. The first three higher-
order bits in each of the above class schemes (1 in Class A, 2 in Class B and 3 in Class C) are
used for class identification. Since a router connects a bare minimum of two networks, a single
IP address cannot identify both host and network. In cases of two or more networks connected
by routers, multihome hosts following multiple IP addressing mechanisms are used. Hence as
an IP address encodes both host and network information, it identifies a network connection
rather than an individual computer on the network.Figure 3.3: Original classful addressing
scheme.3.3 Network and Broadcast AddressingThe key reason to encode network information
in IP addresses is to make routing efficient. Also, both network and host addresses can be
referred to. Hostid 0 is never allocated to an individual host. An address with all the bits of Hostid
set to 0 refers to the network itself. Also included in the Internet address is a directed broadcast
address, which refers to all hosts on the network. An address in which all the bits of hostid are
set to 1 indicates directed broadcast. Packets being transmitted from such a source are
broadcast or transferred across the Internet.Routers determine the path by referring to the netid
portion of the address. The hostid is not used in this stage. Once the packet transmitted reaches
the destination network, the router attached to that network determines the exact host by looking
at the hostid portion of the address. If all bits of this address is set to 1, the packet is broadcast
to all hosts on that network. Broadcasting delivery and efficiency varies across networks.
Ethernet networks’ broadcast efficiency is similar to that of unicast transmission. Certain
networks that require special software for broadcasting require longer delay than single



transmission, and certain classes of networks do not allow broadcasting per se.Another kind of
broadcast transmission, called limited broadcast, offers subtle advantages over directed
broadcast. Directed broadcast clearly identifies the destination network along with a message
for broadcast on that specific network. The strength as well as limitation of directed broadcast is
that a single packet from some remote system can be transmitted across the entire network
without any authentication.To alleviate the above problem, local network broadcast addresses or
limited broadcast addresses are assigned to local networks, in addition to their unique IP
addresses. This mode is represented as 32 1’s. Thus, a host can use the limited broadcast
address as an alternative to directed broadcast until the host learns the IP address for the local
network. The 1’s and 0’s in network addressing represent “all” and “this” respectively. An IP
address with hostid set to 0 indicates “this” host and an address with netid set to 0 indicates
“this” network. As an example, a machine on receipt of a packet, whose netid part of destination
address is 0 and hostid address matches its address, interprets the netid to mean “this” network
or the network over which the packet arrived.Due to address space exhaustion as a result of
unique network prefixes, subnet addressing was proposed to conserve network prefixes. This
scheme allows multiple physical networks to share a prefix. Classless addressing or
supernetting allows complete utilization of address space. IP addressing, in addition to unicast
and broadcast delivery, also supports multicast transmission wherein packets are transmitted to
a specific subset of hosts.3.4 Limitations of Internet AddressingThe primary limitation of IP
addressing scheme is that addresses are assigned to networks and not to individual hosts or
computers. Thus, if a host is relocated to another network, its IP address should also change.
This could be required if a personal computer residing on one network would be transported and
installed within another network. Thus, computers cannot be assigned permanent IP addresses,
because an IP address identifies the network to which the computer is connected. This is also
referred to as the mobility problem . Another limitation is due to the classification of networks. If a
Class C network expands to more than 255 hosts, the respective address must be changed to
the Class B scheme. Since softwares cannot work on multiple addresses for the same physical
network, the administrators must perform a complex transition consisting of shutting down the
network, changing the address of all machines using the new network and then performing
network communication.Multiple IP addresses for a host is a possibility if a host maintains two
Internet connections. Routing based on the network portion of the IP address becomes an issue
because the path chosen depends on the address used. With multiple names or addresses for
the same host, transmission using these addresses can behave differently. Multiple addressing
also causes problems when two hosts try to reach the same destination through these multiple
addresses. If one of the links of the first network fails and the other is functional, one of the
transmissions fails while the other transmission to the same host through a different network or
address proceeds.3.5 Address NotationIP addresses are expressed as four decimal integers
separated by decimal points, where each integer represents one octet value of the IP address.
This is also called the dotted quad notation. As an example, the address 10000000 00001100



00000011 00001110 is represented as 128.12.3.13. Most networks and operating systems for
input and output purposes use the decimal dotted notation for IP addresses. The ranges of IP
address for various classes of networks are as shown in Table 3.1.Table 3.1: IP address
rangeClassLowest AddressHighest AddressA1.0.0.0126.0.0.0B128.1.0.0191.255.0.0C224.0.0.0
239.255.255.255E240.0.0.0255.255.255.254In the above table, not all addresses that are
possible are assigned. For example, 127.0.0.0 (Class A) is not assigned and reserved for
loopback. It is used for testing TCP/IP and for inter-process communications on the local
computer. Thus, network transmissions bearing this destination address never treat this as a
network address, and the router also does not search for network paths as it is not a network
address.3.6 Internet Addressing ManagementInternet addressing is a key issue and demands a
centralized authority for unique address assignment. Organizations that use TCP/IP to create
private networks or intranets (that are not connected to the global Internet) can assign address
prefixes without worrying about the address assignment of other organizations. But networks
that connect to a global network should not use address prefixes used by other organizations.
Initially the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) was responsible for this task. Since
1998, Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) performs all tasks
related to address assignment and protocols.IANA assigned addresses based on the class of
networks (A, B or C) in which the requesting networks fall. This resulted in heavy skewing or one-
sidedness of the address space, with most networks being small or belonging to Class C and
therefore only a few requiring Class A and Class B networks. Address assignment at the lower
levels are handled by the Internet Service Providers or ISPs. Local ISPs contact higher-level
ISPs who in turn interact with the ICANN for address assignment. Organizations mostly don’t
interact directly with the ICANN, and the entire process is managed by the ISPs. Central
authority-based address assignment is limited to the network portion of an address (or the
prefix). It is entirely an organization’s prerogative and responsibility to choose unique suffixes for
each of the hosts that would reside in its network. But with most private networks likely to
connect to the Internet sometime in the future, it is safe to assign private addresses that do not
clash with the global Internet addresses. IETF recommends a list of address prefixes to be
followed by private networks.Another issue that is related to the Internet addressing mechanism
is the byte ordering of the machines involving in communication. Communication over a network
involves physical transport of bit sequences from one machine to another. Since the hosts in a
network can follow different architecture and byte ordering mechanisms, there is always a
possibility that the byte ordering mechanism followed at the source computer is not the same as
in the destination computer. Byte ordering is also referred to as the endian-ness of a computer.
Certain computers are Big endian, where the lowest memory address contains the higher order
byte of the integer or the most significant bit first. Little endian computers adopt the reverse
ordering strategy.Since byte ordering impacts the final data, there is a requirement for a
standard byte ordering to be followed by computers that participate in communication. The
Network Standard byte order follows the Big-endian style where the MSB is near the beginning



of the packet and LSB is near the end of the packet. Thus, all machines must follow this byte
order for binary fields in Internet packets. However, the user data field of a packet is exempted
from this mandation and the application programs never deal with the byte ordering problem
directly. Thus, to support both user-friendly and standardized communication, each host or
router converts binary items from local network representation to network standard byte order
before packet transmission, and vice-versa for packet reception.Review QuestionsExplain the
architectural set-up of the Internet in detail.Discuss issues that influence the design of
communication systems.Explain the different types of classful addresses.Elaborate on Network
and Broadcast Addressing, highlighting the issues involved.Discuss the disadvantages
associated with IP addressing scheme.Explain the addressing notation followed in Internet
addressing.Explain the byte ordering issues involved in data transfer.Chapter4Address
Resolution ProtocolsThis chapter deals with techniques to map an IP address to the correct
physical address during communication. Also referred to as the Address Resolution Protocols
(ARP), they deal with mechanisms to resolve host addresses by mapping or converting the
specified Internet address to the actual or physical address of the machine. The source and
destination machines involved in a communication process are completely separated from this
mapping process and they deal with the globally assigned 32-bit Internet addresses, viewing
them as a virtual network for data transmission.The mapping problem deals with converting
Internet addresses to physical addresses. Consider two machines M1 and M2 with Internet
addresses I1 and I2 and physical addresses P1 and P2 . The objective of ARP is to evolve a
software that hides physical address details from higher-level application programs that Interact
through the Internet by using the Inter- net address. Resolution of addresses are required both at
the destination computer and the intermediate router level. This is solved by two resolution
schemes, namely (i) Resolution through direct mapping and (ii) Resolution through dynamic
binding.4.1 Direct Mapping Based ResolutionWith the direct mapping scheme, the resolution is
trivial due to the fact that parts of the IP and the physical address are identical. Thus, for a
computer whose Internet address is 192.10.46.5, the physical address of the computer would
be 5. That is, IP address assignment in such cases would follow a serialized ordering such as 1,
2 and 3 for the hostid portion of the address. Finally, when network interface hardware is
installed, the physical address follows a part of the IP addressing scheme.Mapping is direct and
requires extraction of the host portion of the IP address. This is efficient and easier to maintain
as it requires no external data manipulation. New computers can be included without affecting
the existing assignments. Thus, direct mapping resolution aims at selecting a function that maps
an IP address to a physical address, i.e., PA = f (IA), where PA and IA denote physical and
Internet addresses. However, such a simple scheme might not be suitable for an ATM network,
in which case other efficient mappings are followed. In such cases, IA and PA details are stored
in multiple computers or servers as tables in memory for efficient and quick searching.
Resolution follows hash-based searching to locate the correct physical address for a specified
Internet address.4.2 Dynamic Binding Based ResolutionWith Ethernet-based network



technologies, the problem is that their 48-bit physical address is generated by the manufacturer
and as a result the machine’s physical address is dependent on its Ethernet interface. With
Ethernet interface replacement being a realistic requirement due to hardware failures, efficient
resolution schemes are needed. Another limitation observed with Ethernet technologies is that
encoding of a 48-bit address in a limited 32-bit Internet address is not possible. This issue was
overcome by the designers of TCP/IP by following a dynamic address binding mechanism. This
avoids table information maintenance and centralized database requirement, and allows for
network extension without any modification. The Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) offers
efficient and easy resolution mechanism. A host H1 that wishes to resolve the Internet address
I2 , broadcasts a special packet to all hosts including H2 to respond with the physical address of
I2. Since only H2 can recognize its IP address (I2 ), it responds to H1 ’s request with its physical
address (P2 ).4.3 ARP Cache TimeoutTo bring down transmission costs, computers that follow
ARP maintain a cache of recently requested IP addresses to physical address bindings. Thus,
the IP and physical address of an ARP request is stored in the cache to successive retrievals or
look-ups. The next time when an ARP request is made, first the cache is searched for the
required physical address. If it is found, the broadcasting is avoided. Thus, when two computers
communicate, they start transmission with an ARP, and for repeated transfers they avoid the
ARP by referring to the cache.However, the ARP cache is also not without problems. It can
potentially lead to a state in which the information in the cache can become stale or erroneous
without warning. For example, in an Ethernet technology-based network, if computer C1 issues
an ARP and computer C2 responds with its physical address, the information about the Internet
and physical addresses gets stored in the cache. A problem arises when after responding to C1
’s request C2 fails, possibly due to a media crash. C1 is never notified of the crash, and as
further C1 -C2 transmission would be based on the cache, C1 keeps transmitting packets to C2
despite C2 ’s crash. This problem arises due to the fact that the Ethernet is not a guaranteed
delivery mechanism and hence the host computer C1 will never be updated on the incorrect
ARP cache, leading to a stale or incorrect cache and transmission set-up.The way out from the
stale state of the cache, which is called the soft state solution, is to devise a timer-based
caching mechanism. Once a address binding information is written to the cache, a timer is
started. Further transmission requests involving the same pairs of machines use the cache
information until the timer expires, at which point the information in the cache is deleted. Further
transmission requests follow the normal ARP broadcast principle and cache updation. During
this ARP request, if the destination is unreachable the sender is updated about its state. The key
advantages of soft state solution are: (i) the source can revalidate ARP cache independent of
destination, (ii) dependence on network hardware for reliable transmission is nil and (iii)
Destination Target Down situations can always be determined independent of the transmission
status. The primary disadvantage of the timer-based soft state solution is that destination target
down situations cannot be correctly determined until the timer duration elapses. Till the end of
the portion of time for which the timer is valid, it is assumed that the destination target is up and



functional.A few of the modifications to the basic ARP are as follows: whenever a host H1 sends
a ARP request to another host H2, there is a future possibility of H2 wishing to communicate to
H1. Thus, when H2 responds to H1 with its physical address, this process leads to the updating
of H1 ’s ARP cache, as well as the updating of the ARP cache on H2 with H1 ’s binding
information, namely the Internet and physical addresses. This would help to avoid further
broadcasts when H2 attempts to communicate with H1 and thus eventually bring down
communication costs. Another modification possible is that because H1 ’s request is broadcast
to all hosts on the network, the other hosts in the network can also update their caches suitably
with H1 ’s binding to aid future communication with H1 . The third modification is required in
situations of hardware change or failure of a host, which would require that the new physical
address is broadcast to all hosts to update their ARP cache entry suitably. Notwithstanding all
that has been stated above regarding ARPs, certain classes of networks might directly
recognize IP addresses, thus obliterating the need for mapping protocols.4.4 Implementation of
ARPARP consists of two parts, namely IP address to physical address mapping for packet
transmission and handling of replies from other machines. Address mapping is done by
consulting the ARP cache to check if the binding is already stored in the cache. If so, the
software extracts the physical address from the cache, places the data in the frame and
transmits it. If not in cache, the software must broadcast the ARP to other machines in the
network. Chances are that the target machine does not respond either due to failure or busy
state. The host stores the original packet so that in case of loss of initial ARP request, further
data transmission on address resolution is possible. In between all these, the host allows other
application programs to proceed while waiting for the ARP request. The software should be
intelligent enough in not broadcasting multiple ARP requests for the same target address, in
case the application programs generate ARP requests for the same address. To avoid stale
state conditions the ARP cache is updated on a timer based logic, so that the situation of the
sender having to wait for eternity as the target goes down after ARP cache update is not
encountered.The other responsibility of the ARP code handles ARP packets or replies from the
network. On receipt of the packet, the software extracts the IP and physical addresses of the
sender and checks if the entry is present in the cache. If an entry exists for the IP address, the
physical address is updated to the address just received. When an ARP request arrives, the
receiver checks if it is the target of the request. If so the receiver responds with its address
binding to the sender and updates its cache with the sender’s address binding information. If the
address doesn’t match with the local address, the request is understood to pertain to some
other machine on the network and so is ignored. Between the time durations of ARP request
transmission and address binding reply, there can be additional requests for the same address
that is generated by the other application programs that are allowed by the host in this time
interval. Such requests are put in a queue, and on address resolution for the first request the
packets are placed in frames with their destination addresses, resolved and transmitted.TCP/IP
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everyday life, and the number of users and computers connected across the world is on an
exponential growth trend. Real-time tasks ranging from bank transactions to education is now
happening on the Internet, and the stakeholders of these applications is on the rise constantly.
The Internet and the accompanying TCP/IP technology has evolved over the years to support
better and efficient services.TCP/IP and the protocol suite have undergone tremendous
improvements to meet high-speed network technology and increased traffic requirements. The
protocols have been dynamic, adapting the existing ones to accommodate new technologies.
The Internet provides a communication set-up that completely hides the details of the underlying
network hardware. The book addresses the network interconnections framework and the



principles behind the protocols that allow such a unified communication system to be
possible.The book should serve as good introduction material on internetworking, TCP/IP
technology and the architecture of the Internet. Detailed coverage of the coordination of multiple
interconnected physical networks and the protocols used in such an environment is provided.
Router systems and application protocols supported are also dealt with in an elaborate fashion.
The book should meet the requirements of both undergraduate and postgraduate curricula. The
initial chapters explain the basic concepts required for understanding of the Internet, its
architecture and TCP/IP technology.Chapters 1 and 2 provide an introduction to the Internet,
network technologies and physical network hardware. Internet addressing, routing and protocol
layering from the viewpoint of a single-host Internet set-up are addressed in Chapters 3–12. The
description of a global Internet, its architecture, protocols and routing information are discussed
in Chapters 13–19. The various application-level services based on the client-server model of
interaction provided by the Internet are explained in Chapters 20–28. The last two chapters
introduce Internet security, its issues, and the future TCP/IP technology trend.The book makes
no assumption of previous knowledge of networks. However, a basic understanding of the
various aspects of a computer system, such as operating system, data, structures and
programming, is a prerequisite. The Internet is discussed independent of the underlying network
hardware details. However, readers are given a brief introduction to the physical network
hardware in a completely isolated fashion from the underlying details. This bottom-up approach
gives more emphasis to the various protocols and networking technologies in relation to the
hardware aspects of the Internet.N.P. GopalanB. Siva SelvanPrefaceThe Internet has become
part and parcel of everyday life, and the number of users and computers connected across the
world is on an exponential growth trend. Real-time tasks ranging from bank transactions to
education is now happening on the Internet, and the stakeholders of these applications is on the
rise constantly. The Internet and the accompanying TCP/IP technology has evolved over the
years to support better and efficient services.TCP/IP and the protocol suite have undergone
tremendous improvements to meet high-speed network technology and increased traffic
requirements. The protocols have been dynamic, adapting the existing ones to accommodate
new technologies. The Internet provides a communication set-up that completely hides the
details of the underlying network hardware. The book addresses the network interconnections
framework and the principles behind the protocols that allow such a unified communication
system to be possible.The book should serve as good introduction material on internetworking,
TCP/IP technology and the architecture of the Internet. Detailed coverage of the coordination of
multiple interconnected physical networks and the protocols used in such an environment is
provided. Router systems and application protocols supported are also dealt with in an
elaborate fashion. The book should meet the requirements of both undergraduate and
postgraduate curricula. The initial chapters explain the basic concepts required for
understanding of the Internet, its architecture and TCP/IP technology.Chapters 1 and 2 provide
an introduction to the Internet, network technologies and physical network hardware. Internet



addressing, routing and protocol layering from the viewpoint of a single-host Internet set-up are
addressed in Chapters 3–12. The description of a global Internet, its architecture, protocols and
routing information are discussed in Chapters 13–19. The various application-level services
based on the client-server model of interaction provided by the Internet are explained in
Chapters 20–28. The last two chapters introduce Internet security, its issues, and the future TCP/
IP technology trend.The book makes no assumption of previous knowledge of networks.
However, a basic understanding of the various aspects of a computer system, such as operating
system, data, structures and programming, is a prerequisite. The Internet is discussed
independent of the underlying network hardware details. However, readers are given a brief
introduction to the physical network hardware in a completely isolated fashion from the
underlying details. This bottom-up approach gives more emphasis to the various protocols and
networking technologies in relation to the hardware aspects of the Internet.N.P. GopalanB. Siva
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and the authors wish to express their sincere thanks and regards to all involved in the
publication of this book.The second author, Mr. Siva Selvan, is particularly indebted to Prof. N.P.
Gopalan for his constant encouragement, guidance and support rendered during the
preparation of this book. But for his initiation and continued support, this might not have been a
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provided by his father has contributed strongly to this book’s preparation.Mr. Siva Selvan would
like to say a big ‘thank you’ to his father.N.P. GopalanB. Siva SelvanChapter1IntroductionThe
Internet has become an inseparable part of everyday modern life, particularly for those who work
with computers. The web contains a wide variety of information that caters to the needs of users
ranging from stock market professionals to meteorological departments. Communication over
the Internet these days is fast, reliable and less cumbersome, compared to conventional
methods of data transfer. In this age of supercomputing, end-users expect things to be done
right from their desktops, starting from payment of bills to knowledge gathering. The Internet has



really changed the way people work and perceive the world. The whole world is seen as a global
village in the context of information sharing and exchange. Customers all over the world today do
not mind the additional processing cost involved to accomplish their day-to-day requirements,
considering the high reliability and response time advantages.With the key advantages
discussed above, the Internet is bound to attract more and more users in the coming days. The
balance of nature ensures that certain tradeoffs are always involved when certain advantages
are to be realized. Time-space complexity tradeoff is a classic example, where the user
sacrifices either time for an improved space-efficient version or space for a time-efficient version.
One of the first limitations to be addressed in an internetworking setup is the natural disparity
between the communicating entities. With networks being designed on the basis of client needs,
most of the existing networking technologies are specific in nature, addressing the needs of the
client for whom it is intended. Also deciding the design are communication and cost factors. With
a universal network being almost an impossibility and not what is actually needed, differing and
disparate networks are here to stay.The basic issue that Internetworking as a field should
address is to make it possible and easier for the disparate networks all over the world to
communicate with one another in an application-dependent manner. Internetworking supports
interconnection of heterogeneous networks differing in their underlying hardware technologies
and protocols or set of rules that promote interoperability. An efficient network design is one
which allows computers to communicate in a manner that is completely independent of their
underlying hardware and physical network connections. The very basic purpose of the Internet
and its operating principle is to make more and more information available in the public domain,
a key factor that led to the concept of an Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model of
communication. The openness of the system ensures that users are at liberty to create the
software they want to communicate across the Internet. There are no propriety rights, unlike
applications that are made available by specific vendors. The OSI specifications are publicly
available for users to fine-tune the systems according to their needs. The OSI model also
accommodates multiple computer operating systems, differing hardwares and packet switching
network topologies. In all, the Internet, in addition to changing the way people work, has also
taken care of the need to drastically cut down the response time for any request, thereby
improving productivity.1.1 Evolution of TCP/IPThe Advance Research Projects Agency (ARPA),
also referred to as the Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) of the United
States, forms the basis for modern networking. The agency defines a set of standards or
conventions, also referred to as protocols in the networking community, for interconnecting
networks and managing the multiple requests. This set of rules is officially referred to as the
Transmission Control Protocol and Internet Protocol (TCP/IP).TCP/IP allows interconnection of
private networks that belong to a specific organization, restricting the operational domain to
within the organization and enabling interconnection of networks at diverse geographic
locations. The Internet, which from now on refers to the TCP/IP Internet, allows users across the
world to communicate, much in a similar fashion as they do with their neighbours. The Internet



thus provides a basic set of protocols such as TCP and IP that are the syntactic and semantic
rules for communication.A few details that are included in the protocol specification include the
message formats, a systems response on a request and an error handling mechanism. In terms
of data structures terminology, protocols are more like algorithms. Algorithms form the basis for
computational tasks that have to be independent of the architecture-specific instruction sets. On
similar lines, protocols form the basis for communication across a wide medium, independent of
the underlying differences in hardware and topology.The services provided by the Internet range
from application level to network level. From the application level point of view, users access
computer systems without caring about the hardware of the machines they access, the TCP/IP
architecture that is used on the host side and the data transfer route, leaving it all to the
underlying network software and application programs to deal with.A few of the popular
application level services of the Internet are the World Wide Web (WWW), electronic mail (e-
mail), file transfer (carried out using the File Transfer Protocol or FTP) and remote login (rlogin).
Amongst the above, the web dominates the Internet traffic to a major extent. Each of these
services is a form of Internet communication, ranging from accessing documents hosted at a
particular site (WWW), transferring mails or files (e-mail or FTP) to a destination, etc. to allowing
a remote user to have interactive access to a computer residing at a completely different
geographic location (rlogin).The network level services differ from their application-level
counterparts in the sense that they concentrate on the services that they ought to provide to the
application level. A broad classification is: (i) Connectionless Packet Delivery Service and (ii)
Reliable Stream Transport Service. Connectionless services, which form the basis for most
Internet services, are not reliable in terms of delivery but efficient with respect to interoperability
with the underlying hardware. TCP/IP routes or branches messages on the basis of a destination
address that is part of the message to be delivered.Connectionless services, as a result of their
individual packet based communication, lose out on the reliability aspect. Safe and secure
communications are always preferred over highly interoperable communications. Reliable
stream Transport services provide mechanisms for automatic recovery from transmission errors,
lost-packets situations and other failures. It is as though a physical hard-wired connection is
established between the two communicating entities, allowing large voluminous data transfer
without violating the underlying network data granularity levels such as packets and
messages.Network technology independence, universal connection, end-end acknowledgment
and applications standards are the features that distinguish TCP/IP services from services
provided by other networks. Independence allows a wide set of network technologies ranging
from Local Area Networks (LANs) to Wide Area Networks (WANs) to communicate datagrams,
which are units of data transmission based on packet-switching technology. The universal
connection feature ensures that every computer that is to be a part of some network gets a
unique identifier for itself, which is called the address of the computer. This address makes the
computer universally recognizable and is a part of every datagram that is transmitted across the
network. Acknowledgments help in ensuring reliable communication between the request



initiator and the service provider, completely obliterating the other service providers along the
path of data transfer. Finally, the application standards cater to the diverse needs of varying
users, ranging from remote login to electronic mail and file transfer.1.2 History of InternetThe
modern Internet is the brainchild of ARPA. J.R. Licklider of MIT first proposed a global network of
computers in 1962 and later moved to DARPA to be a part of the research group formed to
develop the Internet. Leonard Kleinrock of MIT came up with the packet switching theory which
forms the basis for Internet connections. In 1965, Larry Roberts of MIT first connected a
Massachussetts computer with a California computer, utilizing dial-up telephone lines for data
transfer. His work established the feasibility of wide area networking and also highlighted the
limitations of circuit switching by using telephone lines. In 1969, ARPA formally launched the
Internet, connecting four computers located across universities in the US. Later, many more
universities and other organizations were brought into the fold of the Internet.There is a theory
that the Internet, in addition to supporting information exchange, was designed to handle data
transfer during possible nuclear attacks when sites were expected to be down. In cases of direct
routes becoming unavailable, the information exchange process would proceed via alternative
routers. Al Gore, a member of the US Congress in 1976, is credited for making a major
contribution to the rapid growth of the Internet, mainly by championing research group ideas
since the early 1970s. E-mail was an adaptation of the Internet by Ray Tomlinson in 1972. He
linked the username and his address by using the @ symbol. In 1972, Telnet, a protocol that
allowed remote users to connect to distant machines was published as an RFC (Request for
Comments)—a means of exchanging developmental work through the community. The following
year saw the publication of another RFC for file transfer.The late 1970s saw the application of
the Internet in automating voluminous catalogues of libraries and hence enhancing resource
exchange. Ethernet, a protocol for local networks was a result of the packet networks research of
a Harvard graduate, Robert Metcalfe. The Internet actually matured in the 1970s as a result of
the first TCP/IP architecture proposed by Robert Kahn at BBN and Vinton Cerf at Stanford. The
defence department replaced the earlier Network Control Protocol (NCP)-based network
architecture with the TCP/IP- based one with effect from 1983. UUCP or Unix-to-Unix copy
protocol, which formed the basis of USENET, provided a means of exchanging information all
over the world. Despite the lack of TCP/IP, Usenet-linked Unix systems around the world, taking
advantage of the available newsgroups. Then followed BITNET (Because In Time Networks),
that connected IBM mainframes in educational setups, starting mail services from 1981.1986
saw the funding by National Science Foundation (NSF), a US cross-country 56 kbps connection
that was expected at that time to form the backbone of the Internet connection. In its infant days,
the number of resources available on the Internet was manageable and easy to track. But with
the passage of time, the resources available on the web spiralled exponentially and there was a
growing need for efficient indexing of net resources. In 1991, the University of Minnesota
proposed the first user-friendly interface to the Internet to access files and information by using
the local network. In 1989, Lee and others at the European Laboratory of Physics, also known as



CERN, proposed the WWW protocol, a new means of information distribution using links in text
to links in other text. Mosaic, a graphical browser developed by Marc Andreessen in 1993 gave
the much needed fillip to the protocol. Later evolved by the same person was the Netscape
browser which ruled the information exchange until it was overtaken by Microsoft and its Internet
Explorer.Research funded by the NSF was primarily focused on educational and research
networks (which can also be referred to as ERNETs). The commercialization of the Internet first
started in 1992 when Delphi Systems opened an e-mail connection and later followed it up with
a full-scale Internet service. With the ending of research sponsorship in 1995, the onus of
carrying the Internet services further rested entirely on commercial organizations, who saw it as
a big market and revenue generator. AOL, CompuServe, Prodigy, etc. were a few of the
commercial service providers to follow. Bill Gates and Microsoft were intent on capitalizing on
the potentially evergreen Internet market. This culminated in the launch of Internet Explorer from
Windows 98 and higher versions. This has been succeeded by several launches and new
versions, with each successive version being much more user-friendly than the previous one
and supporting additional features. Some see it as a monopoly of Microsoft in the Internet
market and hence there have been several court cases against it. Whether it is a monopoly or a
case of mere business tactics, it is for the users and readers to decide on a particular service
that suits their requirements.1.3 Internet Architecture Board (IAB)IAB is an independent
committee of researchers and professionals with an interest in the growth and evolution of the
Internet system. They focus on making Internet function effectively and evolve to meet a large
scale, high speed future. IAB evolved from the Internet Configuration and Control Board (ICCB),
an organization set up in 1979 by ARPANET. The ICCB’s activities were reorganized to
constitute the Internet Activities Board. IAB was supported byFederal Research Internet
Coordinating Committee (FRICC). Later, Internet Activities Board was renamed Internet
Architecture Board. A few of the roles and responsibilities of IAB are as follows:Oversight: To
provide an oversight of the Internet architectures, protocols, standards and procedures;RFC
Management: To provide editorial management and publication of the RFC (Request for
Comments) documents;IESG Selection: To select the members of the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) Group and the Chairperson of the IETF (this is carried out by the Internet
Engineering Steering Group);IETF Oversight: To manage the IETF’s relationship with various
standard bodies and other related organizations;IANA: To provide administration of the Internet
Assigned Number Authorities that manages the various Internet numbers and parameters.IAB is
made up of 13 members, 12 nominated by the IETF and a Chairperson who can vote on all
official actions except IESG appeals and members. Each member serves a term of two years,
with a possible one-year extension. Members are not representative of their company or
organizations and participate in the activities of IAB only in their individual capacity. The Internet
Society (ISOC) is an international organization inspired by National Geographic Society of the
US. ISOC serves as the host for IAB and helps people to join and use the Internet.1.4 Request
for Comments (RFCs)The open nature of the Internet model means that the TCP/IP technology



is not the propriety of some specific vendors or organizations. The entire details regarding the
set-up are made available in the public domain. Protocols, standards and architectural details
are maintained online, and users can access these details at zero cost. RFCs, as they are
popularly called, are technical reports that stand for the various requests for comments on the
Internet’s working and revisions if required. These contain documentation of the previous work
on the Internet, and of the protocols that have either been revised or devised recently. The RFC
report, though not entirely equivalent to research papers, are edited by an RFC editor. The IETF
body handles the RFCs and finally the IESG approves new or revised RFCs. Another similar
documentation set-up is the IEN or Internet Engineering Notes, which is no longer active.The
approved RFCs are organized sequentially, based on their chronological order of appearance.
This constitutes the RFC series. An RFC that is either revised or proposed is assigned a number.
Revisions numbering takes care of enforcing the chronological evolution, and it is for the users of
the RFCs to locate the proper version, which is the highest numbered version document. The
task of identifying the correct RFC is facilitated by an RFC index. To make the access to RFCs
faster and reliable, multiple copies of the RFCs are mirrored at various sites all over the world to
suit the user’s convenience. RFCs could be obtained either by e-mail, FTP or the conventional
snail mail. The design of new protocols or revisions is based on the principle of avoiding the
reinvention of the wheel. A new protocol or revision is accommodated only if the requested
service cannot be handled by the existing protocols or standards. TCP/IP evolved due to the
simple fact that none of the existing protocols supported an interoperable internetworking set-
up, and that should be the deciding criterion when protocols are either proposed or
revised.Review Questions1. Define Internetworking and elaborate on the various issues to be
addressed by it.2. Expand the following(i) DARPA(ii) NCP(iii) ERNET (iv) IAB(v) RFC.Track the
history behind each.3. Consider any two applications of your choice, such as email, eshopping,
etc. and list the various features that have to be supported by them.4. Discuss the various
responsibilities of the Internet Architecture Board.5. On your local network, transfer files making
use of the File Transfer Protocol and appreciate the benefits of networking in this context. [The
command to be used is ftp in dos and unix.Chapter1IntroductionThe Internet has become an
inseparable part of everyday modern life, particularly for those who work with computers. The
web contains a wide variety of information that caters to the needs of users ranging from stock
market professionals to meteorological departments. Communication over the Internet these
days is fast, reliable and less cumbersome, compared to conventional methods of data transfer.
In this age of supercomputing, end-users expect things to be done right from their desktops,
starting from payment of bills to knowledge gathering. The Internet has really changed the way
people work and perceive the world. The whole world is seen as a global village in the context of
information sharing and exchange. Customers all over the world today do not mind the additional
processing cost involved to accomplish their day-to-day requirements, considering the high
reliability and response time advantages.With the key advantages discussed above, the Internet
is bound to attract more and more users in the coming days. The balance of nature ensures that



certain tradeoffs are always involved when certain advantages are to be realized. Time-space
complexity tradeoff is a classic example, where the user sacrifices either time for an improved
space-efficient version or space for a time-efficient version. One of the first limitations to be
addressed in an internetworking setup is the natural disparity between the communicating
entities. With networks being designed on the basis of client needs, most of the existing
networking technologies are specific in nature, addressing the needs of the client for whom it is
intended. Also deciding the design are communication and cost factors. With a universal
network being almost an impossibility and not what is actually needed, differing and disparate
networks are here to stay.The basic issue that Internetworking as a field should address is to
make it possible and easier for the disparate networks all over the world to communicate with
one another in an application-dependent manner. Internetworking supports interconnection of
heterogeneous networks differing in their underlying hardware technologies and protocols or set
of rules that promote interoperability. An efficient network design is one which allows computers
to communicate in a manner that is completely independent of their underlying hardware and
physical network connections. The very basic purpose of the Internet and its operating principle
is to make more and more information available in the public domain, a key factor that led to the
concept of an Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model of communication. The openness of
the system ensures that users are at liberty to create the software they want to communicate
across the Internet. There are no propriety rights, unlike applications that are made available by
specific vendors. The OSI specifications are publicly available for users to fine-tune the systems
according to their needs. The OSI model also accommodates multiple computer operating
systems, differing hardwares and packet switching network topologies. In all, the Internet, in
addition to changing the way people work, has also taken care of the need to drastically cut
down the response time for any request, thereby improving productivity.1.1 Evolution of TCP/
IPThe Advance Research Projects Agency (ARPA), also referred to as the Defence Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) of the United States, forms the basis for modern
networking. The agency defines a set of standards or conventions, also referred to as protocols
in the networking community, for interconnecting networks and managing the multiple requests.
This set of rules is officially referred to as the Transmission Control Protocol and Internet
Protocol (TCP/IP).TCP/IP allows interconnection of private networks that belong to a specific
organization, restricting the operational domain to within the organization and enabling
interconnection of networks at diverse geographic locations. The Internet, which from now on
refers to the TCP/IP Internet, allows users across the world to communicate, much in a similar
fashion as they do with their neighbours. The Internet thus provides a basic set of protocols such
as TCP and IP that are the syntactic and semantic rules for communication.A few details that are
included in the protocol specification include the message formats, a systems response on a
request and an error handling mechanism. In terms of data structures terminology, protocols are
more like algorithms. Algorithms form the basis for computational tasks that have to be
independent of the architecture-specific instruction sets. On similar lines, protocols form the



basis for communication across a wide medium, independent of the underlying differences in
hardware and topology.The services provided by the Internet range from application level to
network level. From the application level point of view, users access computer systems without
caring about the hardware of the machines they access, the TCP/IP architecture that is used on
the host side and the data transfer route, leaving it all to the underlying network software and
application programs to deal with.A few of the popular application level services of the Internet
are the World Wide Web (WWW), electronic mail (e-mail), file transfer (carried out using the File
Transfer Protocol or FTP) and remote login (rlogin). Amongst the above, the web dominates the
Internet traffic to a major extent. Each of these services is a form of Internet communication,
ranging from accessing documents hosted at a particular site (WWW), transferring mails or files
(e-mail or FTP) to a destination, etc. to allowing a remote user to have interactive access to a
computer residing at a completely different geographic location (rlogin).The network level
services differ from their application-level counterparts in the sense that they concentrate on the
services that they ought to provide to the application level. A broad classification is: (i)
Connectionless Packet Delivery Service and (ii) Reliable Stream Transport Service.
Connectionless services, which form the basis for most Internet services, are not reliable in
terms of delivery but efficient with respect to interoperability with the underlying hardware. TCP/
IP routes or branches messages on the basis of a destination address that is part of the
message to be delivered.Connectionless services, as a result of their individual packet based
communication, lose out on the reliability aspect. Safe and secure communications are always
preferred over highly interoperable communications. Reliable stream Transport services provide
mechanisms for automatic recovery from transmission errors, lost-packets situations and other
failures. It is as though a physical hard-wired connection is established between the two
communicating entities, allowing large voluminous data transfer without violating the underlying
network data granularity levels such as packets and messages.Network technology
independence, universal connection, end-end acknowledgment and applications standards are
the features that distinguish TCP/IP services from services provided by other networks.
Independence allows a wide set of network technologies ranging from Local Area Networks
(LANs) to Wide Area Networks (WANs) to communicate datagrams, which are units of data
transmission based on packet-switching technology. The universal connection feature ensures
that every computer that is to be a part of some network gets a unique identifier for itself, which
is called the address of the computer. This address makes the computer universally
recognizable and is a part of every datagram that is transmitted across the network.
Acknowledgments help in ensuring reliable communication between the request initiator and the
service provider, completely obliterating the other service providers along the path of data
transfer. Finally, the application standards cater to the diverse needs of varying users, ranging
from remote login to electronic mail and file transfer.1.2 History of InternetThe modern Internet is
the brainchild of ARPA. J.R. Licklider of MIT first proposed a global network of computers in
1962 and later moved to DARPA to be a part of the research group formed to develop the



Internet. Leonard Kleinrock of MIT came up with the packet switching theory which forms the
basis for Internet connections. In 1965, Larry Roberts of MIT first connected a Massachussetts
computer with a California computer, utilizing dial-up telephone lines for data transfer. His work
established the feasibility of wide area networking and also highlighted the limitations of circuit
switching by using telephone lines. In 1969, ARPA formally launched the Internet, connecting
four computers located across universities in the US. Later, many more universities and other
organizations were brought into the fold of the Internet.There is a theory that the Internet, in
addition to supporting information exchange, was designed to handle data transfer during
possible nuclear attacks when sites were expected to be down. In cases of direct routes
becoming unavailable, the information exchange process would proceed via alternative routers.
Al Gore, a member of the US Congress in 1976, is credited for making a major contribution to
the rapid growth of the Internet, mainly by championing research group ideas since the early
1970s. E-mail was an adaptation of the Internet by Ray Tomlinson in 1972. He linked the
username and his address by using the @ symbol. In 1972, Telnet, a protocol that allowed
remote users to connect to distant machines was published as an RFC (Request for Comments)
—a means of exchanging developmental work through the community. The following year saw
the publication of another RFC for file transfer.The late 1970s saw the application of the Internet
in automating voluminous catalogues of libraries and hence enhancing resource exchange.
Ethernet, a protocol for local networks was a result of the packet networks research of a Harvard
graduate, Robert Metcalfe. The Internet actually matured in the 1970s as a result of the first TCP/
IP architecture proposed by Robert Kahn at BBN and Vinton Cerf at Stanford. The defence
department replaced the earlier Network Control Protocol (NCP)-based network architecture
with the TCP/IP- based one with effect from 1983. UUCP or Unix-to-Unix copy protocol, which
formed the basis of USENET, provided a means of exchanging information all over the world.
Despite the lack of TCP/IP, Usenet-linked Unix systems around the world, taking advantage of
the available newsgroups. Then followed BITNET (Because In Time Networks), that connected
IBM mainframes in educational setups, starting mail services from 1981.1986 saw the funding
by National Science Foundation (NSF), a US cross-country 56 kbps connection that was
expected at that time to form the backbone of the Internet connection. In its infant days, the
number of resources available on the Internet was manageable and easy to track. But with the
passage of time, the resources available on the web spiralled exponentially and there was a
growing need for efficient indexing of net resources. In 1991, the University of Minnesota
proposed the first user-friendly interface to the Internet to access files and information by using
the local network. In 1989, Lee and others at the European Laboratory of Physics, also known as
CERN, proposed the WWW protocol, a new means of information distribution using links in text
to links in other text. Mosaic, a graphical browser developed by Marc Andreessen in 1993 gave
the much needed fillip to the protocol. Later evolved by the same person was the Netscape
browser which ruled the information exchange until it was overtaken by Microsoft and its Internet
Explorer.Research funded by the NSF was primarily focused on educational and research



networks (which can also be referred to as ERNETs). The commercialization of the Internet first
started in 1992 when Delphi Systems opened an e-mail connection and later followed it up with
a full-scale Internet service. With the ending of research sponsorship in 1995, the onus of
carrying the Internet services further rested entirely on commercial organizations, who saw it as
a big market and revenue generator. AOL, CompuServe, Prodigy, etc. were a few of the
commercial service providers to follow. Bill Gates and Microsoft were intent on capitalizing on
the potentially evergreen Internet market. This culminated in the launch of Internet Explorer from
Windows 98 and higher versions. This has been succeeded by several launches and new
versions, with each successive version being much more user-friendly than the previous one
and supporting additional features. Some see it as a monopoly of Microsoft in the Internet
market and hence there have been several court cases against it. Whether it is a monopoly or a
case of mere business tactics, it is for the users and readers to decide on a particular service
that suits their requirements.1.3 Internet Architecture Board (IAB)IAB is an independent
committee of researchers and professionals with an interest in the growth and evolution of the
Internet system. They focus on making Internet function effectively and evolve to meet a large
scale, high speed future. IAB evolved from the Internet Configuration and Control Board (ICCB),
an organization set up in 1979 by ARPANET. The ICCB’s activities were reorganized to
constitute the Internet Activities Board. IAB was supported byFederal Research Internet
Coordinating Committee (FRICC). Later, Internet Activities Board was renamed Internet
Architecture Board. A few of the roles and responsibilities of IAB are as follows:Oversight: To
provide an oversight of the Internet architectures, protocols, standards and procedures;RFC
Management: To provide editorial management and publication of the RFC (Request for
Comments) documents;IESG Selection: To select the members of the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) Group and the Chairperson of the IETF (this is carried out by the Internet
Engineering Steering Group);IETF Oversight: To manage the IETF’s relationship with various
standard bodies and other related organizations;IANA: To provide administration of the Internet
Assigned Number Authorities that manages the various Internet numbers and parameters.IAB is
made up of 13 members, 12 nominated by the IETF and a Chairperson who can vote on all
official actions except IESG appeals and members. Each member serves a term of two years,
with a possible one-year extension. Members are not representative of their company or
organizations and participate in the activities of IAB only in their individual capacity. The Internet
Society (ISOC) is an international organization inspired by National Geographic Society of the
US. ISOC serves as the host for IAB and helps people to join and use the Internet.1.4 Request
for Comments (RFCs)The open nature of the Internet model means that the TCP/IP technology
is not the propriety of some specific vendors or organizations. The entire details regarding the
set-up are made available in the public domain. Protocols, standards and architectural details
are maintained online, and users can access these details at zero cost. RFCs, as they are
popularly called, are technical reports that stand for the various requests for comments on the
Internet’s working and revisions if required. These contain documentation of the previous work



on the Internet, and of the protocols that have either been revised or devised recently. The RFC
report, though not entirely equivalent to research papers, are edited by an RFC editor. The IETF
body handles the RFCs and finally the IESG approves new or revised RFCs. Another similar
documentation set-up is the IEN or Internet Engineering Notes, which is no longer active.The
approved RFCs are organized sequentially, based on their chronological order of appearance.
This constitutes the RFC series. An RFC that is either revised or proposed is assigned a number.
Revisions numbering takes care of enforcing the chronological evolution, and it is for the users of
the RFCs to locate the proper version, which is the highest numbered version document. The
task of identifying the correct RFC is facilitated by an RFC index. To make the access to RFCs
faster and reliable, multiple copies of the RFCs are mirrored at various sites all over the world to
suit the user’s convenience. RFCs could be obtained either by e-mail, FTP or the conventional
snail mail. The design of new protocols or revisions is based on the principle of avoiding the
reinvention of the wheel. A new protocol or revision is accommodated only if the requested
service cannot be handled by the existing protocols or standards. TCP/IP evolved due to the
simple fact that none of the existing protocols supported an interoperable internetworking set-
up, and that should be the deciding criterion when protocols are either proposed or
revised.Review Questions1. Define Internetworking and elaborate on the various issues to be
addressed by it.2. Expand the following(i) DARPA(ii) NCP(iii) ERNET (iv) IAB(v) RFC.Track the
history behind each.3. Consider any two applications of your choice, such as email, eshopping,
etc. and list the various features that have to be supported by them.4. Discuss the various
responsibilities of the Internet Architecture Board.5. On your local network, transfer files making
use of the File Transfer Protocol and appreciate the benefits of networking in this context. [The
command to be used is ftp in dos and unix.Chapter2Network Technologies RevisitedOne has to
realize the fact that the Internet is not an altogether new kind of physical network. It is a method
of interconnecting existing physical networks as well as a set of protocols that allow systems to
interact with one another. The key factors influencing the design of an Internet system are
network hardware and the protocols used. Network hardware provides the low level facilities
while TCP/IP protocol supports the higher-level facilities by allowing computers to communicate
on the basis of a packet-switched technology. Communication networks are broadly classified
into two types, namely connection-oriented (circuit-switched ) and connectionless (packet-
switched ). This classification is independent of the participating entities in the communication
process.In connection-oriented networks, dedicated connections or circuits are established
between the communicating systems. An example of a connection-oriented service is a
telephone exchange set-up that routes calls from the source to the destination through switching
offices, both at the initiating and the receiving ends through trunk lines. Connection-oriented
services offer the advantage of a guaranteed circuit capacity at the cost of fixed circuit charges
irrespective of their usage. The standard circuit capacity to transmit digitized voice is 64
Kbps.With connectionless services, which gives generally the choice to connect computers, the
data to be transferred is divided into smaller units or granules called packets . These packets are



multiplexed onto high capacity inter-machine connections. The packet contains additional
information to identify the destination and the data transfer route. Thus, a single file that is to be
transmitted to a remote computer gets broken down into smaller packets that shall be
transmitted one by one. This method supports multiple communications among computers to
proceed concurrently at the cost of reduced response time. This is because when traffic across
the network increases as a result of network overloading, computers using the packet-switched
network must wait before packet transmission can actually begin. Connectionless networks, in
spite of being unreliable, are popular on account of cost and performance. The number of
connections required are low as the network bandwidth is shared.2.1 Network Classification—
LAN vs. WANNetworks can be established either within a room, within a campus or across
campuses. Packet switched technology based networks are broadly classified into two
categories depending on the geographical distances that they cover. These two types of
networks are (i) Local Area Networks (LANs) and (ii) Wide Area Networks (WANs) . WANs, also
referred to as long-haul networks, support long distance communication with unlimited distance
coverage. This wide-span nature of WAN that promotes greater coverage is at the cost of
reduced operating speeds and delayed communications. In contrast, LAN offers the advantages
of high-speed connections at the cost of reduced distance spanning or coverage area. LANs are
normally built for in-house networks while WANs are the choice of inter-organization and
regional communications. Typical speeds of a LAN range from 10 Mbps to 2 Gbps while that for
a WAN varies from 1.5 Mbps to 155 Mbps.In addition to the distance and speed trade-off,
another differentiating factor between LAN and WAN is the data transfer equipment used. In
LAN, every computer usually contains a Network Interface Card (NIC), while in WAN the
networks consist of a series of complex computers or packet switches that are interconnected
by long distance transfer lines. New computers are accommodated in the network by adding a
new switch and communication line. When a computer gets added to the network, it is
equivalent to connecting it to one of the several packet switches. A switch along the network
path introduces delays during packet reception and transmission. Thus, traffic routing across the
network is directly proportional to the WAN size, i.e. larger the WAN size, more is the delay
involved in traffic routing. The communication process must be completely independent of the
network technology and other underlying network hardware differences.2.1.1 Network
AddressEvery computer that is attached to a network is assigned a unique address that makes it
possible for it to be identified during information exchange. The address assigned to a computer
is normally an integer and is appended with every packet that is being transmitted across the
network. A packet contains the destination or recipient address in a location that is similar for all
packets, so that the hardware technology is able to determine the destination address easily.
Thus, to transmit a packet, the sender must specify the destination address in the address field
of the packet. The addressing schemes employed are either hardware compatible or diverse.2.2
Ethernet TechnologyOne of the earliest and most popular packet-switched LAN technologies
was the Ethernet, invented by Xerox PARC in the 1970s. Later a standardised version was put



forth by Intel, Xerox and Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) in 1978, which was followed by
the IEEE release of version 802.3. Ethernet is now a part of almost all networks, as a result of
which there are numerous variants of it to suit the respective client’s requirements. The original
version of Ethernet, also called 10Base5, uses a coaxial cable. The cable or the ether is mostly
passive, and the active functions of networking are mostly performed by the computers that exist
in the network. The cable is about 0.5 inch in diameter and has a length of at most 500 m. To
avoid the reflection of electrical signals, the cable supports a resistor.The transceiver helps in
connecting the computer and the ether. Two electrical components used in this connection are
the transceiver and the host interface card or host adapter. The host interface card connects to
the transceiver through the computer’s bus. The transceiver detects the usage of the ether and
converts analog electrical signals to and from digital forms. Attachment Unit Interface (AUI)
cable connects the transceiver to an adapter board in the host computer. The power required for
the transceiver to operate and for signals conversion, packet transmission or reception is carried
by the wires in the AUI cable.The host interface that controls the transceiver, operation is an
input-output device to the OS software. The host interface enhances the operations of the
transceiver by supporting data transfer and status reporting on completion of transfer. Another
type of interface consists of microprocessors to aid the process of data transfer between the
computer memory and the ether.2.2.1 Thin Wire EthernetThe original version of the Ethernet
was followed up by several variants to overcome some of the limitations resulting from the
presence of electrical components in the set-up. The transceivers are located within the cable
and hence are not easily portable as would be if it was located in the computer. As a result of the
electrical interference, the shielding that is in place is heavy and the thickness of the AUI is high,
a limitation from the physical installation point of view. To overcome the above limitations with the
office set-up in mind, a variant of the basic Ethernet named 10Base2, also called thin-wire
Ethernet has been developed. As the name suggests, the coaxial cables are less thin, less
expensive and more flexible for bending.A limitation arising out of the above trade-off is that thin-
wire Ethernet cannot be placed in factory environments where power dissipation would be
heavy, since the protection from electrical interference is reduced in thin-wire Ethernet in
comparison to the basic Ethernet. Also, thin-wire Ethernet are preferred for smaller networks or
networks that require fewer computer connections in comparison to basic Ethernet capability.
The basic aspect in which thinnet or thin-wire Ethernet differs from basic Ethernet is the
transceiver set-up. Here the transceivers are replaced by high-speed digital circuits, thus making
it possible to accommodate all the equipments required for networking within the computer itself.
This feature is much favoured by small computers and workstation manufacturers. Thinnets are
more portable and support new additions more easily as compared to basic Ethernet. Thinnets
are also easier to connect to computers, completely eliminating the need for trained technicians
for this trivial task.2.2.2 Twisted Pair EthernetIncorporating the telephone technology of twisted
pairs makes computer networking less costly and easier to install compared to the coaxial cable
setup. Using twisted-pair Ethernets, computers can access an Ethernet by using unshielded



copper wires, as in telephones. This also prevents the entire network from coming to a halt as a
result of a single computer’s disconnection. Called the 10BaseT, the first twisted pair operated at
10 Mbps, which was similar to thin or thick Ethernet. A set of eight wires or four pairs is used to
connect each computer to an Ethernet hub, an electronic device that simulates the ether cable
signals. It should be located at a maximum distance of 100 metres from the computer. The hubs
are similar in operation to transceivers and they are just another alternative wiring scheme as far
as the network interface is concerned.2.2.3 Ethernet CapacityDespite all the variations of the
basic Ethernet technology, it does not provide marked improvements in terms of network speed.
Network speed is a measure of the total traffic capacity that the network can handle, and not the
rate at which two computers can exchange data. A computer network is similar to a city highway
set-up, with the highways that connect multiple cities as the network and the vehicular traffic on
the highway as packets. The larger the bandwidth of the highway, the more the traffic it can
handle. In networking terminology, the more the bandwidth the higher the network speed.
Bandwidths supported in the earlier days were much low, the hardware and CPU speeds that
could not support faster data transfer being the primary factors. But with the tremendous growth
in computing speeds and hardware improvements, the Ethernets operating at 10 Mbps are no
longer sufficient to handle the modern computing network requirements. The fast Ethernet and
its variants precisely address this limitation of the basic Ethernet and its variants.2.2.4 Fast
EthernetFast Ethernet, also called 100BaseT due to the fact that it also uses the twisted pair
wiring scheme, operates at faster speeds by allowing the stations to transmit and receive data at
100 Mbps. This is achieved by intelligent usage of the wires in the twisted-pair cable. Despite
recent advancements in computing, the rate at which data is generated for transfer hardly
exceeds 100 Mbps. Thus the fast Ethernet does not go all out in providing the highest possible
network speed between any two computers; on the other hand it allows more computers and
hence increased traffic in the network. Fast Ethernet imbibes the same packet size restrictions
and composition as in the earlier Ethernet standards.2.2.5 10/100 EthernetAlso known as the
dual-speed Ethernet, 10/100 Ethernet is available for both computer interfaces as well as hubs.
10/100 Ethernet evolved later to Fast Ethernet, supporting both 10 as well as 100 Mbps
connections, providing bandwidth flexibility to users. Dual Ethernets or 100BaseT hardware,
though a bit expensive in comparison to 10BaseT hardware, are extremely popular because of
their transitional compatibility. The 8-wire connection set-up of the RJ-45 connector makes it
possible for computers to detect the hardware type to which they are connected. Thus, if a
computer with a 10/100 interface card is connected to a 10BaseT hub, the card hardware will
automatically detect the speed and communicate at the rate of 10 Mbps. On replacement with a
100 Mbps hub, the speed transition is automatic, not requiring any hardware and software
changes.2.2.6 Gigabit EthernetWith the advent of dual-speed Ethernets, the demand for
increased capacity Ethernet and speedy communication set-ups grew phenomenally, resulting
in the evolution of extendedEthernet technology called the Gigabit Ethernet. Also referred to as
1000 Base T, Gigabit Ethernets are extremely useful for corporate networks that face heavy



network traffic situations. The trade-off that 1000BaseT hardware suffers as a result of the
increased capacity is the high level of interference of electrical signals. The transitional
compatibility feature available with dual Ethernets is continued with gigabit Ethernets as well.
The wiring requirements are unique here and differ from 10BaseT and 100BaseT hardware as a
result of the high electrical interference.2.2.7 Ethernet PropertiesEthernet technology, which is
based on a shared-bus logic, supports broadcast transmission and distributed access. Since all
stations in the network connect to a shared communication channel or the bus, Ethernet is also
referred to as shared-bus or broadcast technology. Since it is a shared set-up, a network packet
can be transmitted to all the stations simultaneously. Ethernet supports best delivery effort
principles, since there is no acknowledgment to the sender from the receiver as to whether the
packets that were addressed to it were delivered or not. TCP/IP protocol addresses this
issue.Ethernet is distributed in access, because there is no central authority in the set-up that
grants network access. Machines in the network can access the Ethernet technology
simultaneously, with the presence of carrier wave indicating to a machine whether the network is
busy or idle. For this reason, Ethernets are also referred to as Carrier Sense Multiple Access
with Collision Detect (CSMA/CD). Also, to avoid network domination and to give equal access to
the network to all stations, the set-up must maintain a minimum idle time between various
transmissions.During transmission, if two stations simultaneously sense that the network is idle
and start communicating, the two electrical signals may cross each other and get scrambled,
leading to a meaningless transmission to proceed. This situation in network terminologies is
referred to as collision . Collision Detection (CD) mechanisms of Ethernet ensure that in cases of
collisions, the host interface halts transmission and waits for the collision activity to subside. If in
case there are multiple collisions arising out of many stations wishing to transmit at the same
point in time, to avoid a heavy network traffic jam situation an exponential backoff policy is
incorporated. A station after the first collision waits for a random time period (delay) and tries
transmitting again. If collision results again, the delay is doubled. This delaying proceeds in an
exponential fashion, based on the logic that the station’s retransmission request over a long
period of time as a result of the accumulated time reduces the probability of further
collisions.2.2.8 Ethernet Addressing MechanismThe addressing scheme followed by Ethernet is
a 48 bit one. Every computer residing in an Ethernet network is assigned a 48 bit unique number
called the Ethernet address. Addresses are issued by IEEE1 on the basis of the interface
hardware. Thus, no two hardware interfaces can have the same address; in other words,
address duplication is impossible. Since the addresses are on a per hardware basis, they are
also referred to as hardware addresses or physical addresses . Thus relocating the hardware
interface for portability and other reasons changes the physical address of the machine.The
host interfaces in the network are intelligent in routing only those packets that are intended for it.
The interface that receives every packet that is to be transmitted, including those addressed to
other machines, detects the intended recipient by looking at the destination address field of the
packet. It forwards only those packets that are intended for a particular machine, filtering the



other packets and thus avoiding the computational slowdown on all computers in the
network.The Ethernet address can be either unicast, broadcast or multicast. Unicast is used to
denote the physical address of one network interface, broadcast is used for simultaneous
transmission to all stations in the network and multicast is a constrained form of broadcast to a
subset of stations in the network. Multicast addressing is achieved by making the respective
host interface accept the group address. This allows only those stations that want to perform
broadcast transmission participate in the communication, eliminating those who have chosen
not to be a part of the group. Ethernet address recognition is the responsibility of the operating
system, involving the actions of sensing the required addressing scheme at boot time and then
routing packets on the basis of their destination addresses to the right recipients.Ethernet or link-
level connection performs data transfer as frame units. A frame is basically a collection of actual
data to be transmitted, including header and footer information necessary for transmission
purposes. Specifically a frame contains header, data and CRC, a check mechanism to ensure
proper transmission. Ethernet frames are variable in length, ranging from 64 to 1518 octets. An
octet, a networking granule, refers to an 8-bit quantity on all computers independent of the
hardware, as opposed to a byte that represents 8-bit hardware- specific quantities. The actual
Ethernet frame specification is as shown in Figure 2.1.Figure 2.1: Ethernet frame
specification.The Ethernet frame contains the source and destination addresses, a preamble
consisting of 64 bits of alternating 0’s and 1’s for receiving interface synchronization, as well as
type, data and Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) fields. CRC helps in identifying transmission
errors, with the sender computing the CRC code as a function of the data transmitted and the
receiver recomputing the code to check for any mismatch or error. The frame type field identifies
the nature of data being transmitted. This helps in frame identification and the operating system
to select the protocol to handle the specific type of request. Such a set-up allows multiple
protocols to exist on the same machine as well as the physical network.Ethernet networks in
cases of insufficient cable length can be extended either with repeaters or bridges. Repeaters
that operate on analog electrical signals relay all signals from one cable to another, much like a
hub in a twisted pair ether. For example, to double the cable length in a thick ether, a repeater
could be placed in between a pair of coaxial cables. For CSMA and CD timing restrictions, at
most two repeaters can be used between any two computers on the network. Ethernets can also
be connected by bridges. Bridges are far more efficient than repeaters because they operate at
packet level rather than electrical signals. They also avoid carrying noise and other errors
forward in the communication set-up. Bridges must receive a valid frame from one segment
before it can be forwarded to another segment on the Ethernet network. Bridge connections
follow CSMA and CD rules, thus avoiding collision and delay interference across
segments.Since bridges isolate collisions and delays, any number of Ethernets can be
connected together by using them. They are transparent and the hardware, communication
procedures and frame format for communication is the same as that for computers on a
segment. In addition to frame replications, certain bridges are capable of making frame



forwarding decisions. These bridges are referred to as adaptive or learning bridges. The
adaptive bridge consists of a computer with two ether interfaces. The software on the bridge
maintains two address lists, one for each interface. On receipt of frame from Ethernet E1 , the
bridge updates the 48-bit Ethernet source address to the list for E1 . A similar procedure is
performed for frame receipt from E2 . Thus the bridge becomes learned or adapted to the
Ethernet network in which the machines reside.Frame forwarding is done on the basis of
whether the destination address is in the Ethernet from which the frame was received or not. If
the destination is not in the address list, meaning that either it is a broadcast or a multicast
address or that the bridge has not yet learnt the address, the frame is forwarded. Bridges are
entirely automatic, requiring no human intervention at all for address configuration. They avoid
network overloading by isolating traffic on certain segments, since unnecessary forwards are not
allowed. Bridges are ideal when the network can be divided into two segments, each of which
contains a set of computers that communicate frequently. Multiple Ethernet segments
connected by bridges or repeaters constitute a single physical network system. A distributed
spanning tree based frame forwarding algorithm decides the forwarding mechanism to avoid
packets transmission in both directions simultaneously.2.2.9 Fibre Distributed Data Interconnect
(FDDI)FDDI uses optical fibre for data transfer at a rate of 100 Mbps. Instead of copper wires
that carry electrical signals as in Ethernet, here data is coded as light pulses for fibre optic
medium of transfer. FDDI offers the following advantages: (i) no electrical interference and hence
can be placed next to electrical devices, and (ii) since data are encoded as light pulses, the
amount of data transferred is much higher than cables carrying electrical signals. Installation of
fibres is not as difficult as it seems and they are highly flexible as well. Fibres are protected by a
plastic jacket to avoid breaking. It is a 100 Mbps shared communication set-up that allows
multiple computers to connect to a network and communicate in a shared mode. It is based on a
ring topology where the network begins and ends at the same computer, with the other stations
in the network in between the start and end stations, forming a cycle of stations. Transmission in
FDDI is controlled by a token passing mechanism. Hence FDDI are also referred to as token
passing technology. When the network is idle, tokens are circulated along the ring to all stations.
If a station wants to transmit, it waits for the token to arrive and after transmission forwards the
token to the next station on the ring topology. Since tokens are passed to neighbouring stations
after one transmission, network domination by any one station is avoided. All stations are given
equal opportunity to transmit before a station is allowed to transmit the second instance.FDDI
networks are also called self-healing networks because of their ability to automatically
accommodate or recover from failures. This is made possible by two independent rings that
connect to each computer. FDDI rings are counter-rotating since data transfer takes place in
opposite directions in the two rings. Both the rings are required only in case of erroneous
transmission. When the interface detects that it cannot communicate to the adjacent station in
the network due to an error, the back-up ring is used to counter the failure. Failure can be due to
fibre disconnection. The reason why data transfer in both rings happens in opposite directions is



to accommodate such failures. If both the rings were to transmit in the same direction, chances
are that the second fibre of the disturbed connection can also be down, thereby disallowing the
other stations in the network to communicate.Once an error occurs, FDDI automatically uses the
counter rotating ring to form a closed loop in the working direction, thus permitting other
computers in the network to proceed with the communication process. The frame format of FDDI
is as shown in Figure 2.2. Addresses are assigned to every machine on the FDDI network, and
the destination address is stored in the respective field of the frame. Two formats of destination
address specification (4 or 12 symbols, symbol = 4-bit unit) are allowed to support
interconnection of two FDDI rings. The routing information in the RI field can be used to specify
the connection point to which the frame must first be forwarded and then on from there to the
intended destination on the ring topology. Since the maximum frame length allowed in FDDI is
9000 symbols, the amount of data that can be carried is large compared to other networks.
Header information occupies less space and hence a single frame can carry voluminous data of
the size of 4k octets. This contributes to less overhead and increased throughput.Figure 2.2:
FDDI frame format.2.3 Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)ATM is used for extremely high-
speed data transfer between stations in LANs and WANs. ATM hardware can handle data
transfer in the range of gigabits. As a result of speed improvement, they require much more
expensive and specialized hardware cum software in comparison to other networks. ATM
consists of one or more high-speed switches, each connected to computers and to other ATM
switches. Optical fibres are used for connections to support higher transfer rate in comparison to
copper wires. Connections between a computer and an ATM switch operate at 155 Mbps.ATM
networks at the lowest level of operation uses fixed-size frames called cells. Since all cells are
exactly of the same size, processing by the ATM hardware is quick. A cell is only 53 octets long,
which is a composition of 5 octets of header and 48 octets of data. ATM differs from packet
switching networks by offering connection-oriented service. Communication in ATM networks is
similar to that in a telephone set-up where a connection must be established manually. The
source station identifies the destination station’s address, leaving it to the switch to find a path
through the network and establish the physical connection. On failure of the above request, the
communication process fails. If the switch is able to successfully identify a path and establish a
physical connection, a connection identifier for data transmission is passed on to the computer
along with the connection establishment information. On end of data transmission, the computer
communicates to the ATM switch with a request to terminate the connection, leading to a
disconnection of the two computers by the switch. Connection identifiers of terminated
connections can be reused by the switch. Disconnection in ATM networks is similar to call hang-
up in telephone set-ups, and therefore to communicate again a fresh connection link should be
established.Review QuestionsDifferentiate a LAN from a WAN.Discuss connection-oriented and
connectionless services.Justify the need for network addresses.Explain Ethernet technology
and variants of the same in detail.Discuss the asynchronous mode for data transfer in
detail.Explain the addressing mechanism used in Ethernet technology.Elaborate on the FDDI



system for data transfer in detail.1 Institute for Electrical and Electronics
Engineers.Chapter2Network Technologies RevisitedOne has to realize the fact that the Internet
is not an altogether new kind of physical network. It is a method of interconnecting existing
physical networks as well as a set of protocols that allow systems to interact with one another.
The key factors influencing the design of an Internet system are network hardware and the
protocols used. Network hardware provides the low level facilities while TCP/IP protocol
supports the higher-level facilities by allowing computers to communicate on the basis of a
packet-switched technology. Communication networks are broadly classified into two types,
namely connection-oriented (circuit-switched ) and connectionless (packet-switched ). This
classification is independent of the participating entities in the communication process.In
connection-oriented networks, dedicated connections or circuits are established between the
communicating systems. An example of a connection-oriented service is a telephone exchange
set-up that routes calls from the source to the destination through switching offices, both at the
initiating and the receiving ends through trunk lines. Connection-oriented services offer the
advantage of a guaranteed circuit capacity at the cost of fixed circuit charges irrespective of their
usage. The standard circuit capacity to transmit digitized voice is 64 Kbps.With connectionless
services, which gives generally the choice to connect computers, the data to be transferred is
divided into smaller units or granules called packets . These packets are multiplexed onto high
capacity inter-machine connections. The packet contains additional information to identify the
destination and the data transfer route. Thus, a single file that is to be transmitted to a remote
computer gets broken down into smaller packets that shall be transmitted one by one. This
method supports multiple communications among computers to proceed concurrently at the
cost of reduced response time. This is because when traffic across the network increases as a
result of network overloading, computers using the packet-switched network must wait before
packet transmission can actually begin. Connectionless networks, in spite of being unreliable,
are popular on account of cost and performance. The number of connections required are low
as the network bandwidth is shared.2.1 Network Classification—LAN vs. WANNetworks can be
established either within a room, within a campus or across campuses. Packet switched
technology based networks are broadly classified into two categories depending on the
geographical distances that they cover. These two types of networks are (i) Local Area Networks
(LANs) and (ii) Wide Area Networks (WANs) . WANs, also referred to as long-haul networks,
support long distance communication with unlimited distance coverage. This wide-span nature
of WAN that promotes greater coverage is at the cost of reduced operating speeds and delayed
communications. In contrast, LAN offers the advantages of high-speed connections at the cost
of reduced distance spanning or coverage area. LANs are normally built for in-house networks
while WANs are the choice of inter-organization and regional communications. Typical speeds of
a LAN range from 10 Mbps to 2 Gbps while that for a WAN varies from 1.5 Mbps to 155 Mbps.In
addition to the distance and speed trade-off, another differentiating factor between LAN and
WAN is the data transfer equipment used. In LAN, every computer usually contains a Network



Interface Card (NIC), while in WAN the networks consist of a series of complex computers or
packet switches that are interconnected by long distance transfer lines. New computers are
accommodated in the network by adding a new switch and communication line. When a
computer gets added to the network, it is equivalent to connecting it to one of the several packet
switches. A switch along the network path introduces delays during packet reception and
transmission. Thus, traffic routing across the network is directly proportional to the WAN size, i.e.
larger the WAN size, more is the delay involved in traffic routing. The communication process
must be completely independent of the network technology and other underlying network
hardware differences.2.1.1 Network AddressEvery computer that is attached to a network is
assigned a unique address that makes it possible for it to be identified during information
exchange. The address assigned to a computer is normally an integer and is appended with
every packet that is being transmitted across the network. A packet contains the destination or
recipient address in a location that is similar for all packets, so that the hardware technology is
able to determine the destination address easily. Thus, to transmit a packet, the sender must
specify the destination address in the address field of the packet. The addressing schemes
employed are either hardware compatible or diverse.2.2 Ethernet TechnologyOne of the earliest
and most popular packet-switched LAN technologies was the Ethernet, invented by Xerox PARC
in the 1970s. Later a standardised version was put forth by Intel, Xerox and Digital Equipment
Corporation (DEC) in 1978, which was followed by the IEEE release of version 802.3. Ethernet is
now a part of almost all networks, as a result of which there are numerous variants of it to suit the
respective client’s requirements. The original version of Ethernet, also called 10Base5, uses a
coaxial cable. The cable or the ether is mostly passive, and the active functions of networking
are mostly performed by the computers that exist in the network. The cable is about 0.5 inch in
diameter and has a length of at most 500 m. To avoid the reflection of electrical signals, the
cable supports a resistor.The transceiver helps in connecting the computer and the ether. Two
electrical components used in this connection are the transceiver and the host interface card or
host adapter. The host interface card connects to the transceiver through the computer’s bus.
The transceiver detects the usage of the ether and converts analog electrical signals to and from
digital forms. Attachment Unit Interface (AUI) cable connects the transceiver to an adapter board
in the host computer. The power required for the transceiver to operate and for signals
conversion, packet transmission or reception is carried by the wires in the AUI cable.The host
interface that controls the transceiver, operation is an input-output device to the OS software.
The host interface enhances the operations of the transceiver by supporting data transfer and
status reporting on completion of transfer. Another type of interface consists of microprocessors
to aid the process of data transfer between the computer memory and the ether.2.2.1 Thin Wire
EthernetThe original version of the Ethernet was followed up by several variants to overcome
some of the limitations resulting from the presence of electrical components in the set-up. The
transceivers are located within the cable and hence are not easily portable as would be if it was
located in the computer. As a result of the electrical interference, the shielding that is in place is



heavy and the thickness of the AUI is high, a limitation from the physical installation point of view.
To overcome the above limitations with the office set-up in mind, a variant of the basic Ethernet
named 10Base2, also called thin-wire Ethernet has been developed. As the name suggests, the
coaxial cables are less thin, less expensive and more flexible for bending.A limitation arising out
of the above trade-off is that thin-wire Ethernet cannot be placed in factory environments where
power dissipation would be heavy, since the protection from electrical interference is reduced in
thin-wire Ethernet in comparison to the basic Ethernet. Also, thin-wire Ethernet are preferred for
smaller networks or networks that require fewer computer connections in comparison to basic
Ethernet capability. The basic aspect in which thinnet or thin-wire Ethernet differs from basic
Ethernet is the transceiver set-up. Here the transceivers are replaced by high-speed digital
circuits, thus making it possible to accommodate all the equipments required for networking
within the computer itself. This feature is much favoured by small computers and workstation
manufacturers. Thinnets are more portable and support new additions more easily as compared
to basic Ethernet. Thinnets are also easier to connect to computers, completely eliminating the
need for trained technicians for this trivial task.2.2.2 Twisted Pair EthernetIncorporating the
telephone technology of twisted pairs makes computer networking less costly and easier to
install compared to the coaxial cable setup. Using twisted-pair Ethernets, computers can access
an Ethernet by using unshielded copper wires, as in telephones. This also prevents the entire
network from coming to a halt as a result of a single computer’s disconnection. Called the
10BaseT, the first twisted pair operated at 10 Mbps, which was similar to thin or thick Ethernet. A
set of eight wires or four pairs is used to connect each computer to an Ethernet hub, an
electronic device that simulates the ether cable signals. It should be located at a maximum
distance of 100 metres from the computer. The hubs are similar in operation to transceivers and
they are just another alternative wiring scheme as far as the network interface is
concerned.2.2.3 Ethernet CapacityDespite all the variations of the basic Ethernet technology, it
does not provide marked improvements in terms of network speed. Network speed is a measure
of the total traffic capacity that the network can handle, and not the rate at which two computers
can exchange data. A computer network is similar to a city highway set-up, with the highways
that connect multiple cities as the network and the vehicular traffic on the highway as packets.
The larger the bandwidth of the highway, the more the traffic it can handle. In networking
terminology, the more the bandwidth the higher the network speed. Bandwidths supported in the
earlier days were much low, the hardware and CPU speeds that could not support faster data
transfer being the primary factors. But with the tremendous growth in computing speeds and
hardware improvements, the Ethernets operating at 10 Mbps are no longer sufficient to handle
the modern computing network requirements. The fast Ethernet and its variants precisely
address this limitation of the basic Ethernet and its variants.2.2.4 Fast EthernetFast Ethernet,
also called 100BaseT due to the fact that it also uses the twisted pair wiring scheme, operates at
faster speeds by allowing the stations to transmit and receive data at 100 Mbps. This is achieved
by intelligent usage of the wires in the twisted-pair cable. Despite recent advancements in



computing, the rate at which data is generated for transfer hardly exceeds 100 Mbps. Thus the
fast Ethernet does not go all out in providing the highest possible network speed between any
two computers; on the other hand it allows more computers and hence increased traffic in the
network. Fast Ethernet imbibes the same packet size restrictions and composition as in the
earlier Ethernet standards.2.2.5 10/100 EthernetAlso known as the dual-speed Ethernet, 10/100
Ethernet is available for both computer interfaces as well as hubs. 10/100 Ethernet evolved later
to Fast Ethernet, supporting both 10 as well as 100 Mbps connections, providing bandwidth
flexibility to users. Dual Ethernets or 100BaseT hardware, though a bit expensive in comparison
to 10BaseT hardware, are extremely popular because of their transitional compatibility. The 8-
wire connection set-up of the RJ-45 connector makes it possible for computers to detect the
hardware type to which they are connected. Thus, if a computer with a 10/100 interface card is
connected to a 10BaseT hub, the card hardware will automatically detect the speed and
communicate at the rate of 10 Mbps. On replacement with a 100 Mbps hub, the speed transition
is automatic, not requiring any hardware and software changes.2.2.6 Gigabit EthernetWith the
advent of dual-speed Ethernets, the demand for increased capacity Ethernet and speedy
communication set-ups grew phenomenally, resulting in the evolution of extendedEthernet
technology called the Gigabit Ethernet. Also referred to as 1000 Base T, Gigabit Ethernets are
extremely useful for corporate networks that face heavy network traffic situations. The trade-off
that 1000BaseT hardware suffers as a result of the increased capacity is the high level of
interference of electrical signals. The transitional compatibility feature available with dual
Ethernets is continued with gigabit Ethernets as well. The wiring requirements are unique here
and differ from 10BaseT and 100BaseT hardware as a result of the high electrical
interference.2.2.7 Ethernet PropertiesEthernet technology, which is based on a shared-bus
logic, supports broadcast transmission and distributed access. Since all stations in the network
connect to a shared communication channel or the bus, Ethernet is also referred to as shared-
bus or broadcast technology. Since it is a shared set-up, a network packet can be transmitted to
all the stations simultaneously. Ethernet supports best delivery effort principles, since there is no
acknowledgment to the sender from the receiver as to whether the packets that were addressed
to it were delivered or not. TCP/IP protocol addresses this issue.Ethernet is distributed in
access, because there is no central authority in the set-up that grants network access. Machines
in the network can access the Ethernet technology simultaneously, with the presence of carrier
wave indicating to a machine whether the network is busy or idle. For this reason, Ethernets are
also referred to as Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detect (CSMA/CD). Also, to
avoid network domination and to give equal access to the network to all stations, the set-up
must maintain a minimum idle time between various transmissions.During transmission, if two
stations simultaneously sense that the network is idle and start communicating, the two
electrical signals may cross each other and get scrambled, leading to a meaningless
transmission to proceed. This situation in network terminologies is referred to as collision .
Collision Detection (CD) mechanisms of Ethernet ensure that in cases of collisions, the host



interface halts transmission and waits for the collision activity to subside. If in case there are
multiple collisions arising out of many stations wishing to transmit at the same point in time, to
avoid a heavy network traffic jam situation an exponential backoff policy is incorporated. A
station after the first collision waits for a random time period (delay) and tries transmitting again.
If collision results again, the delay is doubled. This delaying proceeds in an exponential fashion,
based on the logic that the station’s retransmission request over a long period of time as a result
of the accumulated time reduces the probability of further collisions.2.2.8 Ethernet Addressing
MechanismThe addressing scheme followed by Ethernet is a 48 bit one. Every computer
residing in an Ethernet network is assigned a 48 bit unique number called the Ethernet address.
Addresses are issued by IEEE1 on the basis of the interface hardware. Thus, no two hardware
interfaces can have the same address; in other words, address duplication is impossible. Since
the addresses are on a per hardware basis, they are also referred to as hardware addresses or
physical addresses . Thus relocating the hardware interface for portability and other reasons
changes the physical address of the machine.The host interfaces in the network are intelligent in
routing only those packets that are intended for it. The interface that receives every packet that is
to be transmitted, including those addressed to other machines, detects the intended recipient
by looking at the destination address field of the packet. It forwards only those packets that are
intended for a particular machine, filtering the other packets and thus avoiding the computational
slowdown on all computers in the network.The Ethernet address can be either unicast,
broadcast or multicast. Unicast is used to denote the physical address of one network interface,
broadcast is used for simultaneous transmission to all stations in the network and multicast is a
constrained form of broadcast to a subset of stations in the network. Multicast addressing is
achieved by making the respective host interface accept the group address. This allows only
those stations that want to perform broadcast transmission participate in the communication,
eliminating those who have chosen not to be a part of the group. Ethernet address recognition is
the responsibility of the operating system, involving the actions of sensing the required
addressing scheme at boot time and then routing packets on the basis of their destination
addresses to the right recipients.Ethernet or link-level connection performs data transfer as
frame units. A frame is basically a collection of actual data to be transmitted, including header
and footer information necessary for transmission purposes. Specifically a frame contains
header, data and CRC, a check mechanism to ensure proper transmission. Ethernet frames are
variable in length, ranging from 64 to 1518 octets. An octet, a networking granule, refers to an 8-
bit quantity on all computers independent of the hardware, as opposed to a byte that represents
8-bit hardware- specific quantities. The actual Ethernet frame specification is as shown in Figure
2.1.Figure 2.1: Ethernet frame specification.The Ethernet frame contains the source and
destination addresses, a preamble consisting of 64 bits of alternating 0’s and 1’s for receiving
interface synchronization, as well as type, data and Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) fields.
CRC helps in identifying transmission errors, with the sender computing the CRC code as a
function of the data transmitted and the receiver recomputing the code to check for any



mismatch or error. The frame type field identifies the nature of data being transmitted. This helps
in frame identification and the operating system to select the protocol to handle the specific type
of request. Such a set-up allows multiple protocols to exist on the same machine as well as the
physical network.Ethernet networks in cases of insufficient cable length can be extended either
with repeaters or bridges. Repeaters that operate on analog electrical signals relay all signals
from one cable to another, much like a hub in a twisted pair ether. For example, to double the
cable length in a thick ether, a repeater could be placed in between a pair of coaxial cables. For
CSMA and CD timing restrictions, at most two repeaters can be used between any two
computers on the network. Ethernets can also be connected by bridges. Bridges are far more
efficient than repeaters because they operate at packet level rather than electrical signals. They
also avoid carrying noise and other errors forward in the communication set-up. Bridges must
receive a valid frame from one segment before it can be forwarded to another segment on the
Ethernet network. Bridge connections follow CSMA and CD rules, thus avoiding collision and
delay interference across segments.Since bridges isolate collisions and delays, any number of
Ethernets can be connected together by using them. They are transparent and the hardware,
communication procedures and frame format for communication is the same as that for
computers on a segment. In addition to frame replications, certain bridges are capable of
making frame forwarding decisions. These bridges are referred to as adaptive or learning
bridges. The adaptive bridge consists of a computer with two ether interfaces. The software on
the bridge maintains two address lists, one for each interface. On receipt of frame from Ethernet
E1 , the bridge updates the 48-bit Ethernet source address to the list for E1 . A similar procedure
is performed for frame receipt from E2 . Thus the bridge becomes learned or adapted to the
Ethernet network in which the machines reside.Frame forwarding is done on the basis of
whether the destination address is in the Ethernet from which the frame was received or not. If
the destination is not in the address list, meaning that either it is a broadcast or a multicast
address or that the bridge has not yet learnt the address, the frame is forwarded. Bridges are
entirely automatic, requiring no human intervention at all for address configuration. They avoid
network overloading by isolating traffic on certain segments, since unnecessary forwards are not
allowed. Bridges are ideal when the network can be divided into two segments, each of which
contains a set of computers that communicate frequently. Multiple Ethernet segments
connected by bridges or repeaters constitute a single physical network system. A distributed
spanning tree based frame forwarding algorithm decides the forwarding mechanism to avoid
packets transmission in both directions simultaneously.2.2.9 Fibre Distributed Data Interconnect
(FDDI)FDDI uses optical fibre for data transfer at a rate of 100 Mbps. Instead of copper wires
that carry electrical signals as in Ethernet, here data is coded as light pulses for fibre optic
medium of transfer. FDDI offers the following advantages: (i) no electrical interference and hence
can be placed next to electrical devices, and (ii) since data are encoded as light pulses, the
amount of data transferred is much higher than cables carrying electrical signals. Installation of
fibres is not as difficult as it seems and they are highly flexible as well. Fibres are protected by a



plastic jacket to avoid breaking. It is a 100 Mbps shared communication set-up that allows
multiple computers to connect to a network and communicate in a shared mode. It is based on a
ring topology where the network begins and ends at the same computer, with the other stations
in the network in between the start and end stations, forming a cycle of stations. Transmission in
FDDI is controlled by a token passing mechanism. Hence FDDI are also referred to as token
passing technology. When the network is idle, tokens are circulated along the ring to all stations.
If a station wants to transmit, it waits for the token to arrive and after transmission forwards the
token to the next station on the ring topology. Since tokens are passed to neighbouring stations
after one transmission, network domination by any one station is avoided. All stations are given
equal opportunity to transmit before a station is allowed to transmit the second instance.FDDI
networks are also called self-healing networks because of their ability to automatically
accommodate or recover from failures. This is made possible by two independent rings that
connect to each computer. FDDI rings are counter-rotating since data transfer takes place in
opposite directions in the two rings. Both the rings are required only in case of erroneous
transmission. When the interface detects that it cannot communicate to the adjacent station in
the network due to an error, the back-up ring is used to counter the failure. Failure can be due to
fibre disconnection. The reason why data transfer in both rings happens in opposite directions is
to accommodate such failures. If both the rings were to transmit in the same direction, chances
are that the second fibre of the disturbed connection can also be down, thereby disallowing the
other stations in the network to communicate.Once an error occurs, FDDI automatically uses the
counter rotating ring to form a closed loop in the working direction, thus permitting other
computers in the network to proceed with the communication process. The frame format of FDDI
is as shown in Figure 2.2. Addresses are assigned to every machine on the FDDI network, and
the destination address is stored in the respective field of the frame. Two formats of destination
address specification (4 or 12 symbols, symbol = 4-bit unit) are allowed to support
interconnection of two FDDI rings. The routing information in the RI field can be used to specify
the connection point to which the frame must first be forwarded and then on from there to the
intended destination on the ring topology. Since the maximum frame length allowed in FDDI is
9000 symbols, the amount of data that can be carried is large compared to other networks.
Header information occupies less space and hence a single frame can carry voluminous data of
the size of 4k octets. This contributes to less overhead and increased throughput.Figure 2.2:
FDDI frame format.2.3 Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)ATM is used for extremely high-
speed data transfer between stations in LANs and WANs. ATM hardware can handle data
transfer in the range of gigabits. As a result of speed improvement, they require much more
expensive and specialized hardware cum software in comparison to other networks. ATM
consists of one or more high-speed switches, each connected to computers and to other ATM
switches. Optical fibres are used for connections to support higher transfer rate in comparison to
copper wires. Connections between a computer and an ATM switch operate at 155 Mbps.ATM
networks at the lowest level of operation uses fixed-size frames called cells. Since all cells are



exactly of the same size, processing by the ATM hardware is quick. A cell is only 53 octets long,
which is a composition of 5 octets of header and 48 octets of data. ATM differs from packet
switching networks by offering connection-oriented service. Communication in ATM networks is
similar to that in a telephone set-up where a connection must be established manually. The
source station identifies the destination station’s address, leaving it to the switch to find a path
through the network and establish the physical connection. On failure of the above request, the
communication process fails. If the switch is able to successfully identify a path and establish a
physical connection, a connection identifier for data transmission is passed on to the computer
along with the connection establishment information. On end of data transmission, the computer
communicates to the ATM switch with a request to terminate the connection, leading to a
disconnection of the two computers by the switch. Connection identifiers of terminated
connections can be reused by the switch. Disconnection in ATM networks is similar to call hang-
up in telephone set-ups, and therefore to communicate again a fresh connection link should be
established.Review QuestionsDifferentiate a LAN from a WAN.Discuss connection-oriented and
connectionless services.Justify the need for network addresses.Explain Ethernet technology
and variants of the same in detail.Discuss the asynchronous mode for data transfer in
detail.Explain the addressing mechanism used in Ethernet technology.Elaborate on the FDDI
system for data transfer in detail.Differentiate a LAN from a WAN.Discuss connection-oriented
and connectionless services.Justify the need for network addresses.Explain Ethernet
technology and variants of the same in detail.Discuss the asynchronous mode for data transfer
in detail.Explain the addressing mechanism used in Ethernet technology.Elaborate on the FDDI
system for data transfer in detail.1 Institute for Electrical and Electronics
Engineers.Chapter3Internet Architecture and ConceptsThe architectural model of the Internet
set-up aims at providing complete communication services, hiding the underlying network
hardware details. Internet architecture is thus a high-level abstraction that provides a set-up for
communication. One way of providing communication services independent of the network
hardware is to make the application program handle the disparity, and the other is to hide the
details in the operating system. Such application programs are referred to as application
gateways. Applications executing on computers across the network understand the underlying
network connections and communicate across those connections. This technique suffers from
the limitations of reduced support for new functionality and hardware. There is also the drawback
of duplication of code as a result of the application program learning the connections on a
specific computer.An alternative to application-based interconnection is network level
interconnection. Here the source to destination transmissions are performed without using
intermediate application programs. They offer the following advantages: (i) direct mapping onto
the underlying network hardware, (ii) clear separation of data communication activities from
application programs, with no emphasis on the latter part, (iii) flexibility, and (iv) extension of the
network with new network technologies without having to change the application programs.
Internetworking as a concept concentrates on communication activities, completely hiding the



lower-level details from the end-user.Two factors that influence the design of communication
systems are: (i) hardware technologies cannot be assumed to be uniform to satisfy all users, and
(ii) end-users require connections that are universal and interoperable. Thus, the basic aim of a
communication system is to provide a unified and cooperative interconnection of networks that
allow communication services to proceed. Despite each network’s unique hardware
technologies, the application programs or softwares that are in place between the networks will
ensure communication to proceed independent of the lower-level details. This set-up of a single,
unified projection of a large collection of disparate networks that operate in a cohesive manner is
called the Internet or internetwork.The Internet’s ability to provide universal service should take
into account their varied implementations and independence from internal architectural details.
Modifying the network set-up should neither require new physical connections to be established
between the actual source and destination machines, nor require connecting all machines
wishing to participate in a communication set-up to a universal switching or routing point. Thus
the concept of internetworking should be seen from an abstract rather than a physical point of
view. This abstraction requires that all machines on the network should share a universal
identifier, also called names or addresses, which shall be used to identify source and destination
entities of a transmission request. The Internet should also support complete network
independence at the user interface level also, wherein users will not be expected to understand
the network topology to communicate by using application programs.3.1 Architectural Set-up of
InternetThe basic architecture for networking would require physical connection between
computers wishing to communicate. Interconnection of two networks would require that there
exists a computer that connects to both the networks. This would negate our earlier argument
that the internetwork set-up should provide independence from low-level physical connection
requirements. This issue is addressed by employing Internet gateways or routers that
interconnect two networks and pass packets from one network to the other. Routers that exist
between two networks must accept packets on behalf of the connected networks and transfer
them to machines on the intended network. Networks that are connected by routers can be
either LANs or WANs with no limit on the number of computers that can reside in the network. A
simple interconnection set-up would have two networks, N1 and N2 , connected by a router R as
shown in Figure 3.1.Figure 3.1: Two networks interconnected by a router R.The earlier set-up of
two networks connected by a router is however too simple, and realistic situations would require
many networks to be interconnected. The number of routers used will also be many. Thus, in
addition to understanding the details of the network to which a specific router connects, other
connection details should also be learnt by the router. Assume that there are 3 networks, namely
N1 , N2 and N3 , interconnected by using two routers, namely R1 and R2 as shown in Figure
3.2.Figure 3.2: Three networks interconnected by two routers.In this set-up, router R1 should be
capable of transferring packets to machines destined for either N2 or N3 . Thus, with more and
more networks getting included in the set-up, the routers’ responsibility and the decision-making
process becomes complex. Thus, routers that connect networks and not just computers form the



backbone of Internet architecture. Though the functionality of routers would require them to be
large computers with sufficient memory resources to hold information about every computer in
the network set-up, in practice they are small machines with only miniscule memory resources
(both primary and secondary). This is made possible as router destinations are networks and
individual computers in the destination network. Thus, with this principle, the router would
basically have to store information about the destination network and not all the machines on
that network. Since users require the Internet to be one single virtual network completely
independent of the underlying network and hardware technologies, interconnection at network
level is the choice. Application programs that communicate over the Internet execute without any
change on a specific computer and since a computer’s physical connection details are hidden in
the Internet software, in cases of network modifications where new or existing connections are
added or removed, only the Internet software has to be changed. The other advantage of
network-level interconnection is that it allows administrators to manage their networks without
having to worry about the application programs executing on the machines in the network and
allows application programs to communicate completely independent of the physical connection
details. Also, despite all the differing characteristics that exist and differentiate networks
interconnected, the entire set-up is viewed as a single large network and thus treats all networks
equally. That is, a LAN, WAN and point-to-point link between two computers that all exist as one
single Internet treats each of the differing networks in the same manner. This abstraction of
network details and projection of a single unified view is the responsibility of the TCP/IP protocol,
to be discussed in detail in later chapters.3.2 Internet Addressing MechanismInternet, in order to
provide universal communication services, must follow a uniform addressing mechanism which
identifies machines in a network. The addressing mechanism should be universally accepted
and uniquely identify the source and destination host computers existing in a network.
Addresses or identifiers that recognize host computers are referred to as host identifiers , the
classes of which are names, addresses and routes. A name basically identifies the object type,
an address identifies the object location and a route describes the path of object retrieval. In this
process of object retrieval, locators identify the object location. The issue with Internet
addressing mechanisms is that end users who are going to be the actual users of the Internet
require higher-level or pronounceable representations of the host, while softwares that aid the
interconnected networks to communicate and meet a user’s request prefer lower-level machine
addresses. The standardized version is the binary addressing mechanism that performs
address computation for routing and mapping to realistic addresses efficiently.The Internet,
which is a virtual network, assigns the responsibility of coordinating communications between
networks to softwares that shall be used for networking purposes. Thus, network designers can
devise their own packet format standards, sizes and addressing techniques. TCP/IP assigns a
32-bit integer to every host in a network, which is called the Internet address or IP address. IP
address identifies the network to which a host connects. In addition to host identification, IP
address also aids in the routing process. Every host that is connected to the Internet is assigned



an IP address. The IP address prefix identifies the network. Thus, all hosts that reside in the
same network share a common prefix.An address is of the form (netid, hostid), where netid
identifies the network and hostid identifies the host on that network. This addressing scheme is
also referred to as the classful addressing scheme that is self identifying . Three types of classful
addresses are Class A, Class B and Class C. IP addresses previously had one of the first three
forms shown in Figure 3.3 as per the original addressing scheme. Class A scheme, used for
large networks that support more than 216 hosts, assigns 7 bits for netid and 24 bits for hostid.
Class B scheme, used for intermediate networks supporting between 28 and 216 hosts, assigns
14 bits for netid and 16 bits to hostid. Class C scheme, used for small sized networks that
support less than 28 hosts, assigns 21 bits to netid and 8 bits to hostid. The first three higher-
order bits in each of the above class schemes (1 in Class A, 2 in Class B and 3 in Class C) are
used for class identification. Since a router connects a bare minimum of two networks, a single
IP address cannot identify both host and network. In cases of two or more networks connected
by routers, multihome hosts following multiple IP addressing mechanisms are used. Hence as
an IP address encodes both host and network information, it identifies a network connection
rather than an individual computer on the network.Figure 3.3: Original classful addressing
scheme.3.3 Network and Broadcast AddressingThe key reason to encode network information
in IP addresses is to make routing efficient. Also, both network and host addresses can be
referred to. Hostid 0 is never allocated to an individual host. An address with all the bits of Hostid
set to 0 refers to the network itself. Also included in the Internet address is a directed broadcast
address, which refers to all hosts on the network. An address in which all the bits of hostid are
set to 1 indicates directed broadcast. Packets being transmitted from such a source are
broadcast or transferred across the Internet.Routers determine the path by referring to the netid
portion of the address. The hostid is not used in this stage. Once the packet transmitted reaches
the destination network, the router attached to that network determines the exact host by looking
at the hostid portion of the address. If all bits of this address is set to 1, the packet is broadcast
to all hosts on that network. Broadcasting delivery and efficiency varies across networks.
Ethernet networks’ broadcast efficiency is similar to that of unicast transmission. Certain
networks that require special software for broadcasting require longer delay than single
transmission, and certain classes of networks do not allow broadcasting per se.Another kind of
broadcast transmission, called limited broadcast, offers subtle advantages over directed
broadcast. Directed broadcast clearly identifies the destination network along with a message
for broadcast on that specific network. The strength as well as limitation of directed broadcast is
that a single packet from some remote system can be transmitted across the entire network
without any authentication.To alleviate the above problem, local network broadcast addresses or
limited broadcast addresses are assigned to local networks, in addition to their unique IP
addresses. This mode is represented as 32 1’s. Thus, a host can use the limited broadcast
address as an alternative to directed broadcast until the host learns the IP address for the local
network. The 1’s and 0’s in network addressing represent “all” and “this” respectively. An IP



address with hostid set to 0 indicates “this” host and an address with netid set to 0 indicates
“this” network. As an example, a machine on receipt of a packet, whose netid part of destination
address is 0 and hostid address matches its address, interprets the netid to mean “this” network
or the network over which the packet arrived.Due to address space exhaustion as a result of
unique network prefixes, subnet addressing was proposed to conserve network prefixes. This
scheme allows multiple physical networks to share a prefix. Classless addressing or
supernetting allows complete utilization of address space. IP addressing, in addition to unicast
and broadcast delivery, also supports multicast transmission wherein packets are transmitted to
a specific subset of hosts.3.4 Limitations of Internet AddressingThe primary limitation of IP
addressing scheme is that addresses are assigned to networks and not to individual hosts or
computers. Thus, if a host is relocated to another network, its IP address should also change.
This could be required if a personal computer residing on one network would be transported and
installed within another network. Thus, computers cannot be assigned permanent IP addresses,
because an IP address identifies the network to which the computer is connected. This is also
referred to as the mobility problem . Another limitation is due to the classification of networks. If a
Class C network expands to more than 255 hosts, the respective address must be changed to
the Class B scheme. Since softwares cannot work on multiple addresses for the same physical
network, the administrators must perform a complex transition consisting of shutting down the
network, changing the address of all machines using the new network and then performing
network communication.Multiple IP addresses for a host is a possibility if a host maintains two
Internet connections. Routing based on the network portion of the IP address becomes an issue
because the path chosen depends on the address used. With multiple names or addresses for
the same host, transmission using these addresses can behave differently. Multiple addressing
also causes problems when two hosts try to reach the same destination through these multiple
addresses. If one of the links of the first network fails and the other is functional, one of the
transmissions fails while the other transmission to the same host through a different network or
address proceeds.3.5 Address NotationIP addresses are expressed as four decimal integers
separated by decimal points, where each integer represents one octet value of the IP address.
This is also called the dotted quad notation. As an example, the address 10000000 00001100
00000011 00001110 is represented as 128.12.3.13. Most networks and operating systems for
input and output purposes use the decimal dotted notation for IP addresses. The ranges of IP
address for various classes of networks are as shown in Table 3.1.Table 3.1: IP address
rangeClassLowest AddressHighest AddressA1.0.0.0126.0.0.0B128.1.0.0191.255.0.0C224.0.0.0
239.255.255.255E240.0.0.0255.255.255.254In the above table, not all addresses that are
possible are assigned. For example, 127.0.0.0 (Class A) is not assigned and reserved for
loopback. It is used for testing TCP/IP and for inter-process communications on the local
computer. Thus, network transmissions bearing this destination address never treat this as a
network address, and the router also does not search for network paths as it is not a network
address.3.6 Internet Addressing ManagementInternet addressing is a key issue and demands a



centralized authority for unique address assignment. Organizations that use TCP/IP to create
private networks or intranets (that are not connected to the global Internet) can assign address
prefixes without worrying about the address assignment of other organizations. But networks
that connect to a global network should not use address prefixes used by other organizations.
Initially the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) was responsible for this task. Since
1998, Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) performs all tasks
related to address assignment and protocols.IANA assigned addresses based on the class of
networks (A, B or C) in which the requesting networks fall. This resulted in heavy skewing or one-
sidedness of the address space, with most networks being small or belonging to Class C and
therefore only a few requiring Class A and Class B networks. Address assignment at the lower
levels are handled by the Internet Service Providers or ISPs. Local ISPs contact higher-level
ISPs who in turn interact with the ICANN for address assignment. Organizations mostly don’t
interact directly with the ICANN, and the entire process is managed by the ISPs. Central
authority-based address assignment is limited to the network portion of an address (or the
prefix). It is entirely an organization’s prerogative and responsibility to choose unique suffixes for
each of the hosts that would reside in its network. But with most private networks likely to
connect to the Internet sometime in the future, it is safe to assign private addresses that do not
clash with the global Internet addresses. IETF recommends a list of address prefixes to be
followed by private networks.Another issue that is related to the Internet addressing mechanism
is the byte ordering of the machines involving in communication. Communication over a network
involves physical transport of bit sequences from one machine to another. Since the hosts in a
network can follow different architecture and byte ordering mechanisms, there is always a
possibility that the byte ordering mechanism followed at the source computer is not the same as
in the destination computer. Byte ordering is also referred to as the endian-ness of a computer.
Certain computers are Big endian, where the lowest memory address contains the higher order
byte of the integer or the most significant bit first. Little endian computers adopt the reverse
ordering strategy.Since byte ordering impacts the final data, there is a requirement for a
standard byte ordering to be followed by computers that participate in communication. The
Network Standard byte order follows the Big-endian style where the MSB is near the beginning
of the packet and LSB is near the end of the packet. Thus, all machines must follow this byte
order for binary fields in Internet packets. However, the user data field of a packet is exempted
from this mandation and the application programs never deal with the byte ordering problem
directly. Thus, to support both user-friendly and standardized communication, each host or
router converts binary items from local network representation to network standard byte order
before packet transmission, and vice-versa for packet reception.Review QuestionsExplain the
architectural set-up of the Internet in detail.Discuss issues that influence the design of
communication systems.Explain the different types of classful addresses.Elaborate on Network
and Broadcast Addressing, highlighting the issues involved.Discuss the disadvantages
associated with IP addressing scheme.Explain the addressing notation followed in Internet



addressing.Explain the byte ordering issues involved in data transfer.Chapter3Internet
Architecture and ConceptsThe architectural model of the Internet set-up aims at providing
complete communication services, hiding the underlying network hardware details. Internet
architecture is thus a high-level abstraction that provides a set-up for communication. One way
of providing communication services independent of the network hardware is to make the
application program handle the disparity, and the other is to hide the details in the operating
system. Such application programs are referred to as application gateways. Applications
executing on computers across the network understand the underlying network connections and
communicate across those connections. This technique suffers from the limitations of reduced
support for new functionality and hardware. There is also the drawback of duplication of code as
a result of the application program learning the connections on a specific computer.An
alternative to application-based interconnection is network level interconnection. Here the
source to destination transmissions are performed without using intermediate application
programs. They offer the following advantages: (i) direct mapping onto the underlying network
hardware, (ii) clear separation of data communication activities from application programs, with
no emphasis on the latter part, (iii) flexibility, and (iv) extension of the network with new network
technologies without having to change the application programs. Internetworking as a concept
concentrates on communication activities, completely hiding the lower-level details from the end-
user.Two factors that influence the design of communication systems are: (i) hardware
technologies cannot be assumed to be uniform to satisfy all users, and (ii) end-users require
connections that are universal and interoperable. Thus, the basic aim of a communication
system is to provide a unified and cooperative interconnection of networks that allow
communication services to proceed. Despite each network’s unique hardware technologies, the
application programs or softwares that are in place between the networks will ensure
communication to proceed independent of the lower-level details. This set-up of a single, unified
projection of a large collection of disparate networks that operate in a cohesive manner is called
the Internet or internetwork.The Internet’s ability to provide universal service should take into
account their varied implementations and independence from internal architectural details.
Modifying the network set-up should neither require new physical connections to be established
between the actual source and destination machines, nor require connecting all machines
wishing to participate in a communication set-up to a universal switching or routing point. Thus
the concept of internetworking should be seen from an abstract rather than a physical point of
view. This abstraction requires that all machines on the network should share a universal
identifier, also called names or addresses, which shall be used to identify source and destination
entities of a transmission request. The Internet should also support complete network
independence at the user interface level also, wherein users will not be expected to understand
the network topology to communicate by using application programs.3.1 Architectural Set-up of
InternetThe basic architecture for networking would require physical connection between
computers wishing to communicate. Interconnection of two networks would require that there



exists a computer that connects to both the networks. This would negate our earlier argument
that the internetwork set-up should provide independence from low-level physical connection
requirements. This issue is addressed by employing Internet gateways or routers that
interconnect two networks and pass packets from one network to the other. Routers that exist
between two networks must accept packets on behalf of the connected networks and transfer
them to machines on the intended network. Networks that are connected by routers can be
either LANs or WANs with no limit on the number of computers that can reside in the network. A
simple interconnection set-up would have two networks, N1 and N2 , connected by a router R as
shown in Figure 3.1.Figure 3.1: Two networks interconnected by a router R.The earlier set-up of
two networks connected by a router is however too simple, and realistic situations would require
many networks to be interconnected. The number of routers used will also be many. Thus, in
addition to understanding the details of the network to which a specific router connects, other
connection details should also be learnt by the router. Assume that there are 3 networks, namely
N1 , N2 and N3 , interconnected by using two routers, namely R1 and R2 as shown in Figure
3.2.Figure 3.2: Three networks interconnected by two routers.In this set-up, router R1 should be
capable of transferring packets to machines destined for either N2 or N3 . Thus, with more and
more networks getting included in the set-up, the routers’ responsibility and the decision-making
process becomes complex. Thus, routers that connect networks and not just computers form the
backbone of Internet architecture. Though the functionality of routers would require them to be
large computers with sufficient memory resources to hold information about every computer in
the network set-up, in practice they are small machines with only miniscule memory resources
(both primary and secondary). This is made possible as router destinations are networks and
individual computers in the destination network. Thus, with this principle, the router would
basically have to store information about the destination network and not all the machines on
that network. Since users require the Internet to be one single virtual network completely
independent of the underlying network and hardware technologies, interconnection at network
level is the choice. Application programs that communicate over the Internet execute without any
change on a specific computer and since a computer’s physical connection details are hidden in
the Internet software, in cases of network modifications where new or existing connections are
added or removed, only the Internet software has to be changed. The other advantage of
network-level interconnection is that it allows administrators to manage their networks without
having to worry about the application programs executing on the machines in the network and
allows application programs to communicate completely independent of the physical connection
details. Also, despite all the differing characteristics that exist and differentiate networks
interconnected, the entire set-up is viewed as a single large network and thus treats all networks
equally. That is, a LAN, WAN and point-to-point link between two computers that all exist as one
single Internet treats each of the differing networks in the same manner. This abstraction of
network details and projection of a single unified view is the responsibility of the TCP/IP protocol,
to be discussed in detail in later chapters.3.2 Internet Addressing MechanismInternet, in order to



provide universal communication services, must follow a uniform addressing mechanism which
identifies machines in a network. The addressing mechanism should be universally accepted
and uniquely identify the source and destination host computers existing in a network.
Addresses or identifiers that recognize host computers are referred to as host identifiers , the
classes of which are names, addresses and routes. A name basically identifies the object type,
an address identifies the object location and a route describes the path of object retrieval. In this
process of object retrieval, locators identify the object location. The issue with Internet
addressing mechanisms is that end users who are going to be the actual users of the Internet
require higher-level or pronounceable representations of the host, while softwares that aid the
interconnected networks to communicate and meet a user’s request prefer lower-level machine
addresses. The standardized version is the binary addressing mechanism that performs
address computation for routing and mapping to realistic addresses efficiently.The Internet,
which is a virtual network, assigns the responsibility of coordinating communications between
networks to softwares that shall be used for networking purposes. Thus, network designers can
devise their own packet format standards, sizes and addressing techniques. TCP/IP assigns a
32-bit integer to every host in a network, which is called the Internet address or IP address. IP
address identifies the network to which a host connects. In addition to host identification, IP
address also aids in the routing process. Every host that is connected to the Internet is assigned
an IP address. The IP address prefix identifies the network. Thus, all hosts that reside in the
same network share a common prefix.An address is of the form (netid, hostid), where netid
identifies the network and hostid identifies the host on that network. This addressing scheme is
also referred to as the classful addressing scheme that is self identifying . Three types of classful
addresses are Class A, Class B and Class C. IP addresses previously had one of the first three
forms shown in Figure 3.3 as per the original addressing scheme. Class A scheme, used for
large networks that support more than 216 hosts, assigns 7 bits for netid and 24 bits for hostid.
Class B scheme, used for intermediate networks supporting between 28 and 216 hosts, assigns
14 bits for netid and 16 bits to hostid. Class C scheme, used for small sized networks that
support less than 28 hosts, assigns 21 bits to netid and 8 bits to hostid. The first three higher-
order bits in each of the above class schemes (1 in Class A, 2 in Class B and 3 in Class C) are
used for class identification. Since a router connects a bare minimum of two networks, a single
IP address cannot identify both host and network. In cases of two or more networks connected
by routers, multihome hosts following multiple IP addressing mechanisms are used. Hence as
an IP address encodes both host and network information, it identifies a network connection
rather than an individual computer on the network.Figure 3.3: Original classful addressing
scheme.3.3 Network and Broadcast AddressingThe key reason to encode network information
in IP addresses is to make routing efficient. Also, both network and host addresses can be
referred to. Hostid 0 is never allocated to an individual host. An address with all the bits of Hostid
set to 0 refers to the network itself. Also included in the Internet address is a directed broadcast
address, which refers to all hosts on the network. An address in which all the bits of hostid are



set to 1 indicates directed broadcast. Packets being transmitted from such a source are
broadcast or transferred across the Internet.Routers determine the path by referring to the netid
portion of the address. The hostid is not used in this stage. Once the packet transmitted reaches
the destination network, the router attached to that network determines the exact host by looking
at the hostid portion of the address. If all bits of this address is set to 1, the packet is broadcast
to all hosts on that network. Broadcasting delivery and efficiency varies across networks.
Ethernet networks’ broadcast efficiency is similar to that of unicast transmission. Certain
networks that require special software for broadcasting require longer delay than single
transmission, and certain classes of networks do not allow broadcasting per se.Another kind of
broadcast transmission, called limited broadcast, offers subtle advantages over directed
broadcast. Directed broadcast clearly identifies the destination network along with a message
for broadcast on that specific network. The strength as well as limitation of directed broadcast is
that a single packet from some remote system can be transmitted across the entire network
without any authentication.To alleviate the above problem, local network broadcast addresses or
limited broadcast addresses are assigned to local networks, in addition to their unique IP
addresses. This mode is represented as 32 1’s. Thus, a host can use the limited broadcast
address as an alternative to directed broadcast until the host learns the IP address for the local
network. The 1’s and 0’s in network addressing represent “all” and “this” respectively. An IP
address with hostid set to 0 indicates “this” host and an address with netid set to 0 indicates
“this” network. As an example, a machine on receipt of a packet, whose netid part of destination
address is 0 and hostid address matches its address, interprets the netid to mean “this” network
or the network over which the packet arrived.Due to address space exhaustion as a result of
unique network prefixes, subnet addressing was proposed to conserve network prefixes. This
scheme allows multiple physical networks to share a prefix. Classless addressing or
supernetting allows complete utilization of address space. IP addressing, in addition to unicast
and broadcast delivery, also supports multicast transmission wherein packets are transmitted to
a specific subset of hosts.3.4 Limitations of Internet AddressingThe primary limitation of IP
addressing scheme is that addresses are assigned to networks and not to individual hosts or
computers. Thus, if a host is relocated to another network, its IP address should also change.
This could be required if a personal computer residing on one network would be transported and
installed within another network. Thus, computers cannot be assigned permanent IP addresses,
because an IP address identifies the network to which the computer is connected. This is also
referred to as the mobility problem . Another limitation is due to the classification of networks. If a
Class C network expands to more than 255 hosts, the respective address must be changed to
the Class B scheme. Since softwares cannot work on multiple addresses for the same physical
network, the administrators must perform a complex transition consisting of shutting down the
network, changing the address of all machines using the new network and then performing
network communication.Multiple IP addresses for a host is a possibility if a host maintains two
Internet connections. Routing based on the network portion of the IP address becomes an issue



because the path chosen depends on the address used. With multiple names or addresses for
the same host, transmission using these addresses can behave differently. Multiple addressing
also causes problems when two hosts try to reach the same destination through these multiple
addresses. If one of the links of the first network fails and the other is functional, one of the
transmissions fails while the other transmission to the same host through a different network or
address proceeds.3.5 Address NotationIP addresses are expressed as four decimal integers
separated by decimal points, where each integer represents one octet value of the IP address.
This is also called the dotted quad notation. As an example, the address 10000000 00001100
00000011 00001110 is represented as 128.12.3.13. Most networks and operating systems for
input and output purposes use the decimal dotted notation for IP addresses. The ranges of IP
address for various classes of networks are as shown in Table 3.1.Table 3.1: IP address
rangeClassLowest AddressHighest AddressA1.0.0.0126.0.0.0B128.1.0.0191.255.0.0C224.0.0.0
239.255.255.255E240.0.0.0255.255.255.254Table 3.1: IP address rangeTable 3.1: IP address
rangeClassClassLowest AddressLowest AddressHighest AddressHighest AddressAA1.0.0.01.0.
0.0126.0.0.0126.0.0.0BB128.1.0.0128.1.0.0191.255.0.0191.255.0.0CC224.0.0.0224.0.0.0239.2
55.255.255239.255.255.255EE240.0.0.0240.0.0.0255.255.255.254255.255.255.254In the
above table, not all addresses that are possible are assigned. For example, 127.0.0.0 (Class A)
is not assigned and reserved for loopback. It is used for testing TCP/IP and for inter-process
communications on the local computer. Thus, network transmissions bearing this destination
address never treat this as a network address, and the router also does not search for network
paths as it is not a network address.3.6 Internet Addressing ManagementInternet addressing is
a key issue and demands a centralized authority for unique address assignment. Organizations
that use TCP/IP to create private networks or intranets (that are not connected to the global
Internet) can assign address prefixes without worrying about the address assignment of other
organizations. But networks that connect to a global network should not use address prefixes
used by other organizations. Initially the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) was
responsible for this task. Since 1998, Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers
(ICANN) performs all tasks related to address assignment and protocols.IANA assigned
addresses based on the class of networks (A, B or C) in which the requesting networks fall. This
resulted in heavy skewing or one-sidedness of the address space, with most networks being
small or belonging to Class C and therefore only a few requiring Class A and Class B networks.
Address assignment at the lower levels are handled by the Internet Service Providers or ISPs.
Local ISPs contact higher-level ISPs who in turn interact with the ICANN for address
assignment. Organizations mostly don’t interact directly with the ICANN, and the entire process
is managed by the ISPs. Central authority-based address assignment is limited to the network
portion of an address (or the prefix). It is entirely an organization’s prerogative and responsibility
to choose unique suffixes for each of the hosts that would reside in its network. But with most
private networks likely to connect to the Internet sometime in the future, it is safe to assign
private addresses that do not clash with the global Internet addresses. IETF recommends a list



of address prefixes to be followed by private networks.Another issue that is related to the
Internet addressing mechanism is the byte ordering of the machines involving in communication.
Communication over a network involves physical transport of bit sequences from one machine
to another. Since the hosts in a network can follow different architecture and byte ordering
mechanisms, there is always a possibility that the byte ordering mechanism followed at the
source computer is not the same as in the destination computer. Byte ordering is also referred to
as the endian-ness of a computer. Certain computers are Big endian, where the lowest memory
address contains the higher order byte of the integer or the most significant bit first. Little endian
computers adopt the reverse ordering strategy.Since byte ordering impacts the final data, there
is a requirement for a standard byte ordering to be followed by computers that participate in
communication. The Network Standard byte order follows the Big-endian style where the MSB is
near the beginning of the packet and LSB is near the end of the packet. Thus, all machines must
follow this byte order for binary fields in Internet packets. However, the user data field of a packet
is exempted from this mandation and the application programs never deal with the byte ordering
problem directly. Thus, to support both user-friendly and standardized communication, each
host or router converts binary items from local network representation to network standard byte
order before packet transmission, and vice-versa for packet reception.Review QuestionsExplain
the architectural set-up of the Internet in detail.Discuss issues that influence the design of
communication systems.Explain the different types of classful addresses.Elaborate on Network
and Broadcast Addressing, highlighting the issues involved.Discuss the disadvantages
associated with IP addressing scheme.Explain the addressing notation followed in Internet
addressing.Explain the byte ordering issues involved in data transfer.Explain the architectural
set-up of the Internet in detail.Discuss issues that influence the design of communication
systems.Explain the different types of classful addresses.Elaborate on Network and Broadcast
Addressing, highlighting the issues involved.Discuss the disadvantages associated with IP
addressing scheme.Explain the addressing notation followed in Internet addressing.Explain the
byte ordering issues involved in data transfer.Chapter4Address Resolution ProtocolsThis
chapter deals with techniques to map an IP address to the correct physical address during
communication. Also referred to as the Address Resolution Protocols (ARP), they deal with
mechanisms to resolve host addresses by mapping or converting the specified Internet address
to the actual or physical address of the machine. The source and destination machines involved
in a communication process are completely separated from this mapping process and they deal
with the globally assigned 32-bit Internet addresses, viewing them as a virtual network for data
transmission.The mapping problem deals with converting Internet addresses to physical
addresses. Consider two machines M1 and M2 with Internet addresses I1 and I2 and physical
addresses P1 and P2 . The objective of ARP is to evolve a software that hides physical address
details from higher-level application programs that Interact through the Internet by using the
Inter- net address. Resolution of addresses are required both at the destination computer and
the intermediate router level. This is solved by two resolution schemes, namely (i) Resolution



through direct mapping and (ii) Resolution through dynamic binding.4.1 Direct Mapping Based
ResolutionWith the direct mapping scheme, the resolution is trivial due to the fact that parts of
the IP and the physical address are identical. Thus, for a computer whose Internet address is
192.10.46.5, the physical address of the computer would be 5. That is, IP address assignment in
such cases would follow a serialized ordering such as 1, 2 and 3 for the hostid portion of the
address. Finally, when network interface hardware is installed, the physical address follows a
part of the IP addressing scheme.Mapping is direct and requires extraction of the host portion of
the IP address. This is efficient and easier to maintain as it requires no external data
manipulation. New computers can be included without affecting the existing assignments. Thus,
direct mapping resolution aims at selecting a function that maps an IP address to a physical
address, i.e., PA = f (IA), where PA and IA denote physical and Internet addresses. However,
such a simple scheme might not be suitable for an ATM network, in which case other efficient
mappings are followed. In such cases, IA and PA details are stored in multiple computers or
servers as tables in memory for efficient and quick searching. Resolution follows hash-based
searching to locate the correct physical address for a specified Internet address.4.2 Dynamic
Binding Based ResolutionWith Ethernet-based network technologies, the problem is that their
48-bit physical address is generated by the manufacturer and as a result the machine’s physical
address is dependent on its Ethernet interface. With Ethernet interface replacement being a
realistic requirement due to hardware failures, efficient resolution schemes are needed. Another
limitation observed with Ethernet technologies is that encoding of a 48-bit address in a limited
32-bit Internet address is not possible. This issue was overcome by the designers of TCP/IP by
following a dynamic address binding mechanism. This avoids table information maintenance
and centralized database requirement, and allows for network extension without any
modification. The Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) offers efficient and easy resolution
mechanism. A host H1 that wishes to resolve the Internet address I2 , broadcasts a special
packet to all hosts including H2 to respond with the physical address of I2. Since only H2 can
recognize its IP address (I2 ), it responds to H1 ’s request with its physical address (P2 ).4.3
ARP Cache TimeoutTo bring down transmission costs, computers that follow ARP maintain a
cache of recently requested IP addresses to physical address bindings. Thus, the IP and
physical address of an ARP request is stored in the cache to successive retrievals or look-ups.
The next time when an ARP request is made, first the cache is searched for the required
physical address. If it is found, the broadcasting is avoided. Thus, when two computers
communicate, they start transmission with an ARP, and for repeated transfers they avoid the
ARP by referring to the cache.However, the ARP cache is also not without problems. It can
potentially lead to a state in which the information in the cache can become stale or erroneous
without warning. For example, in an Ethernet technology-based network, if computer C1 issues
an ARP and computer C2 responds with its physical address, the information about the Internet
and physical addresses gets stored in the cache. A problem arises when after responding to C1
’s request C2 fails, possibly due to a media crash. C1 is never notified of the crash, and as



further C1 -C2 transmission would be based on the cache, C1 keeps transmitting packets to C2
despite C2 ’s crash. This problem arises due to the fact that the Ethernet is not a guaranteed
delivery mechanism and hence the host computer C1 will never be updated on the incorrect
ARP cache, leading to a stale or incorrect cache and transmission set-up.The way out from the
stale state of the cache, which is called the soft state solution, is to devise a timer-based
caching mechanism. Once a address binding information is written to the cache, a timer is
started. Further transmission requests involving the same pairs of machines use the cache
information until the timer expires, at which point the information in the cache is deleted. Further
transmission requests follow the normal ARP broadcast principle and cache updation. During
this ARP request, if the destination is unreachable the sender is updated about its state. The key
advantages of soft state solution are: (i) the source can revalidate ARP cache independent of
destination, (ii) dependence on network hardware for reliable transmission is nil and (iii)
Destination Target Down situations can always be determined independent of the transmission
status. The primary disadvantage of the timer-based soft state solution is that destination target
down situations cannot be correctly determined until the timer duration elapses. Till the end of
the portion of time for which the timer is valid, it is assumed that the destination target is up and
functional.A few of the modifications to the basic ARP are as follows: whenever a host H1 sends
a ARP request to another host H2, there is a future possibility of H2 wishing to communicate to
H1. Thus, when H2 responds to H1 with its physical address, this process leads to the updating
of H1 ’s ARP cache, as well as the updating of the ARP cache on H2 with H1 ’s binding
information, namely the Internet and physical addresses. This would help to avoid further
broadcasts when H2 attempts to communicate with H1 and thus eventually bring down
communication costs. Another modification possible is that because H1 ’s request is broadcast
to all hosts on the network, the other hosts in the network can also update their caches suitably
with H1 ’s binding to aid future communication with H1 . The third modification is required in
situations of hardware change or failure of a host, which would require that the new physical
address is broadcast to all hosts to update their ARP cache entry suitably. Notwithstanding all
that has been stated above regarding ARPs, certain classes of networks might directly
recognize IP addresses, thus obliterating the need for mapping protocols.4.4 Implementation of
ARPARP consists of two parts, namely IP address to physical address mapping for packet
transmission and handling of replies from other machines. Address mapping is done by
consulting the ARP cache to check if the binding is already stored in the cache. If so, the
software extracts the physical address from the cache, places the data in the frame and
transmits it. If not in cache, the software must broadcast the ARP to other machines in the
network. Chances are that the target machine does not respond either due to failure or busy
state. The host stores the original packet so that in case of loss of initial ARP request, further
data transmission on address resolution is possible. In between all these, the host allows other
application programs to proceed while waiting for the ARP request. The software should be
intelligent enough in not broadcasting multiple ARP requests for the same target address, in



case the application programs generate ARP requests for the same address. To avoid stale
state conditions the ARP cache is updated on a timer based logic, so that the situation of the
sender having to wait for eternity as the target goes down after ARP cache update is not
encountered.The other responsibility of the ARP code handles ARP packets or replies from the
network. On receipt of the packet, the software extracts the IP and physical addresses of the
sender and checks if the entry is present in the cache. If an entry exists for the IP address, the
physical address is updated to the address just received. When an ARP request arrives, the
receiver checks if it is the target of the request. If so the receiver responds with its address
binding to the sender and updates its cache with the sender’s address binding information. If the
address doesn’t match with the local address, the request is understood to pertain to some
other machine on the network and so is ignored. Between the time durations of ARP request
transmission and address binding reply, there can be additional requests for the same address
that is generated by the other application programs that are allowed by the host in this time
interval. Such requests are put in a queue, and on address resolution for the first request the
packets are placed in frames with their destination addresses, resolved and
transmitted.Chapter4Address Resolution ProtocolsThis chapter deals with techniques to map
an IP address to the correct physical address during communication. Also referred to as the
Address Resolution Protocols (ARP), they deal with mechanisms to resolve host addresses by
mapping or converting the specified Internet address to the actual or physical address of the
machine. The source and destination machines involved in a communication process are
completely separated from this mapping process and they deal with the globally assigned 32-bit
Internet addresses, viewing them as a virtual network for data transmission.The mapping
problem deals with converting Internet addresses to physical addresses. Consider two
machines M1 and M2 with Internet addresses I1 and I2 and physical addresses P1 and P2 . The
objective of ARP is to evolve a software that hides physical address details from higher-level
application programs that Interact through the Internet by using the Inter- net address.
Resolution of addresses are required both at the destination computer and the intermediate
router level. This is solved by two resolution schemes, namely (i) Resolution through direct
mapping and (ii) Resolution through dynamic binding.4.1 Direct Mapping Based ResolutionWith
the direct mapping scheme, the resolution is trivial due to the fact that parts of the IP and the
physical address are identical. Thus, for a computer whose Internet address is 192.10.46.5, the
physical address of the computer would be 5. That is, IP address assignment in such cases
would follow a serialized ordering such as 1, 2 and 3 for the hostid portion of the address. Finally,
when network interface hardware is installed, the physical address follows a part of the IP
addressing scheme.Mapping is direct and requires extraction of the host portion of the IP
address. This is efficient and easier to maintain as it requires no external data manipulation. New
computers can be included without affecting the existing assignments. Thus, direct mapping
resolution aims at selecting a function that maps an IP address to a physical address, i.e., PA = f
(IA), where PA and IA denote physical and Internet addresses. However, such a simple scheme



might not be suitable for an ATM network, in which case other efficient mappings are followed. In
such cases, IA and PA details are stored in multiple computers or servers as tables in memory
for efficient and quick searching. Resolution follows hash-based searching to locate the correct
physical address for a specified Internet address.4.2 Dynamic Binding Based ResolutionWith
Ethernet-based network technologies, the problem is that their 48-bit physical address is
generated by the manufacturer and as a result the machine’s physical address is dependent on
its Ethernet interface. With Ethernet interface replacement being a realistic requirement due to
hardware failures, efficient resolution schemes are needed. Another limitation observed with
Ethernet technologies is that encoding of a 48-bit address in a limited 32-bit Internet address is
not possible. This issue was overcome by the designers of TCP/IP by following a dynamic
address binding mechanism. This avoids table information maintenance and centralized
database requirement, and allows for network extension without any modification. The Address
Resolution Protocol (ARP) offers efficient and easy resolution mechanism. A host H1 that
wishes to resolve the Internet address I2 , broadcasts a special packet to all hosts including H2
to respond with the physical address of I2. Since only H2 can recognize its IP address (I2 ), it
responds to H1 ’s request with its physical address (P2 ).4.3 ARP Cache TimeoutTo bring down
transmission costs, computers that follow ARP maintain a cache of recently requested IP
addresses to physical address bindings. Thus, the IP and physical address of an ARP request is
stored in the cache to successive retrievals or look-ups. The next time when an ARP request is
made, first the cache is searched for the required physical address. If it is found, the
broadcasting is avoided. Thus, when two computers communicate, they start transmission with
an ARP, and for repeated transfers they avoid the ARP by referring to the cache.However, the
ARP cache is also not without problems. It can potentially lead to a state in which the information
in the cache can become stale or erroneous without warning. For example, in an Ethernet
technology-based network, if computer C1 issues an ARP and computer C2 responds with its
physical address, the information about the Internet and physical addresses gets stored in the
cache. A problem arises when after responding to C1 ’s request C2 fails, possibly due to a
media crash. C1 is never notified of the crash, and as further C1 -C2 transmission would be
based on the cache, C1 keeps transmitting packets to C2 despite C2 ’s crash. This problem
arises due to the fact that the Ethernet is not a guaranteed delivery mechanism and hence the
host computer C1 will never be updated on the incorrect ARP cache, leading to a stale or
incorrect cache and transmission set-up.The way out from the stale state of the cache, which is
called the soft state solution, is to devise a timer-based caching mechanism. Once a address
binding information is written to the cache, a timer is started. Further transmission requests
involving the same pairs of machines use the cache information until the timer expires, at which
point the information in the cache is deleted. Further transmission requests follow the normal
ARP broadcast principle and cache updation. During this ARP request, if the destination is
unreachable the sender is updated about its state. The key advantages of soft state solution are:
(i) the source can revalidate ARP cache independent of destination, (ii) dependence on network



hardware for reliable transmission is nil and (iii) Destination Target Down situations can always
be determined independent of the transmission status. The primary disadvantage of the timer-
based soft state solution is that destination target down situations cannot be correctly
determined until the timer duration elapses. Till the end of the portion of time for which the timer
is valid, it is assumed that the destination target is up and functional.A few of the modifications to
the basic ARP are as follows: whenever a host H1 sends a ARP request to another host H2,
there is a future possibility of H2 wishing to communicate to H1. Thus, when H2 responds to H1
with its physical address, this process leads to the updating of H1 ’s ARP cache, as well as the
updating of the ARP cache on H2 with H1 ’s binding information, namely the Internet and
physical addresses. This would help to avoid further broadcasts when H2 attempts to
communicate with H1 and thus eventually bring down communication costs. Another
modification possible is that because H1 ’s request is broadcast to all hosts on the network, the
other hosts in the network can also update their caches suitably with H1 ’s binding to aid future
communication with H1 . The third modification is required in situations of hardware change or
failure of a host, which would require that the new physical address is broadcast to all hosts to
update their ARP cache entry suitably. Notwithstanding all that has been stated above regarding
ARPs, certain classes of networks might directly recognize IP addresses, thus obliterating the
need for mapping protocols.4.4 Implementation of ARPARP consists of two parts, namely IP
address to physical address mapping for packet transmission and handling of replies from other
machines. Address mapping is done by consulting the ARP cache to check if the binding is
already stored in the cache. If so, the software extracts the physical address from the cache,
places the data in the frame and transmits it. If not in cache, the software must broadcast the
ARP to other machines in the network. Chances are that the target machine does not respond
either due to failure or busy state. The host stores the original packet so that in case of loss of
initial ARP request, further data transmission on address resolution is possible. In between all
these, the host allows other application programs to proceed while waiting for the ARP request.
The software should be intelligent enough in not broadcasting multiple ARP requests for the
same target address, in case the application programs generate ARP requests for the same
address. To avoid stale state conditions the ARP cache is updated on a timer based logic, so
that the situation of the sender having to wait for eternity as the target goes down after ARP
cache update is not encountered.The other responsibility of the ARP code handles ARP packets
or replies from the network. On receipt of the packet, the software extracts the IP and physical
addresses of the sender and checks if the entry is present in the cache. If an entry exists for the
IP address, the physical address is updated to the address just received. When an ARP request
arrives, the receiver checks if it is the target of the request. If so the receiver responds with its
address binding to the sender and updates its cache with the sender’s address binding
information. If the address doesn’t match with the local address, the request is understood to
pertain to some other machine on the network and so is ignored. Between the time durations of
ARP request transmission and address binding reply, there can be additional requests for the



same address that is generated by the other application programs that are allowed by the host in
this time interval. Such requests are put in a queue, and on address resolution for the first
request the packets are placed in frames with their destination addresses, resolved and
transmitted.
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Lagoon Power, “Still relevant and useful. Although this book was published in 2008, it is still
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